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soldering-nothing you cannot
understand-nothing to go wrong,
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mechanics to make up this set. Just an
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reception of amazing purity.
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Vocal or instrumental music and speech is reproduced with a clarity
and strength surprising to listeners
who have not heard the Ormond
" Ideal" Loud Speaker before. The

highest and the lowest notes come
through equally well. The timbre
of each instrument is heard perfectly.
Every harmonic and overtone is
translated into sound.
Here at last is reproduction that is
incomiiarable to anything but the
original performance.

Specially recommended for the
COSSOR MELODY MAKER

199-205 Pentonville Rd., King's Cross
London, N.1

"IDEAL" Loud Speaker a-)
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Telegrams :
" Ormandengi, Ki naps's."

Telephone :
Clerkenwell 934 4-5-6
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Trade Map h.
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Factories :
Street and Hardwick
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Continental Agents :
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London, W.C.1
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Don't

send your
L. T. Accumulator
away to be charged.

CHARGE IT

YOURSELF AT HOME
THE

FERRANTI
TRICKLE CHARGER
(incorporating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier

and a Ferranti Transformer)

SIMPLE AND SAFE IN

OPERATION THE FERRANTI
TRICKLE

CHARGER

WILL

PAY FOR ITSELF OVER AND
OVER AGAIN. YOUR L.T.
ACCUMULATOR WILL BE
KEPT FULLY CHARGED AND

IN PERFECT CONDITION

PRICE 55/ -

WITHOUT

ANY TROUBLE.

BUY A FERRANTI TRICKLE CHARGER AND
CHARGE YOUR L.T. ACCUMULATOR AT HOME
FROM THE ALTERNATING CURRENT MAINS.

Ask your dealer to get one for you to -day.

Delivery from stock

FERRANTI

ANSFORMERS FOR PUSH-PULL

AMPLIFICATION

The following excellent combination can be
supplied from stock :
AUDIO STAGE, Type AF4c : Price 19 '.
)UTPUT STAGE, Type OP6c : Price 18 (Ratio 1;1)

Write for list Wa412
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For the " Hams" - The "Dynaflex" - French Broadcasting
KDKA'S Transmissions-For "Super-Sixers"

The "Dynaflex
TFIE " Dynaflex "-perhaps a
rather unusual name for a

on 32.5 metres, will just come

"romping in" on the loud -speaker I

French Broadcasting

rather unusual receiver ! Taking
the Rice neutrodyned reflex circuit, the designer Mr. C. C. Prior

THAT French broadcasting will

"crash" early this year when,
owing to the rejection of the tax

'proceeded to do a good deal of

on receiving sets, there will be no
funds available to pay the copy-

hard thinking !

The result is a
reflex one -valuer with ordinary
condensers and coils which any

right dues which can now be

demanded from that date is the
optimistic outlook of the French

amateur can construct, which w iii
bring in several English and Continental stations at full loudspeaker strength ! But there, turn to page 6o and read about it !

For the One -valuers!

-

O

Press. One Paris wireless journal
says the radio position has been
badly bungled and that it is not
unlikely that a national board like
the B.B.C. will be set up.
This photograph of one corner of the new German super -power

"Pep" in Broadcasting
THE other constructional article
station, Zeesen, conveys to the mind Just a suggestion of what
the complexity of the whole equipment must be like. The
HERE can be little doubt that
in this number deals with a unit
photograph shows a section of one of the control tables.
Tthe majority of listeners are
m ch, we do not doubt, will meet
behind Mrs. Snowden in her struggle for
a hearty welcome in many homes. A one- For the " Hams " !
valver, such as the "Constant -coupled
latitude in the broadcasting of
THOSE of our amateur transmitters more
controversial matter. Open-minded disOne," is excellent so far, but a loudwho participated in the International c-.ssion hurts nothing, but on the contrary
speaker is essential for real family
enjoyment ! The " Utility" amplifier will Test organised by the American Radio does a great deal of good in helping
League will be pleased to hear that people to a sound point of view. As
give you the extra volume and, because Relay
second test is being arranged for February. Mrs. Snowden says, " Stimulus is lacking
of the R.C. and transformer coupling aSome
good prizes are again being offered. in the fare so far provided," and "The promethod used, the purity of signals will The League's
address, if you are interested, gramme for listeners who think will arrive."
be retained.
is : Hartford, Connecticut, U.S.A.
KDKA
Next Week
DID anyone over here pick up KDKA's For " Super-Sixers "
TN our next issue Mn J. F. Johnston
transmissions On 2.5 metres ? We
oWNERS of "Super Sixes" will be
will describe and give full constructionfancy not ! Anyhow, the transmissions
pleased to know that another Aus- al details of his new four -valve receiver.
have now been suspended, as the tralian short-wave station will shortly This will be great news for the thousands
wavelength was considered to be too open up. With 8 kilowatts behind it, 2BL, of "Simpler Wireless" enthusiasts who
low to be of any prac- 17
are awaiting aloud -speaker
tical value. The station,
DX set. from Mr. Johnby the way, instill Workston. The receiver will
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS
ing- nightly between 8
not disappoint them. The
Current Topics ..
43
Practical Odds and Ends 56
and Jo o'clock on 315.8,
circuit comprises H.F.,
27, 62.5, and occasionally
detector and two L.F.
The Man who Can't Catch
Television Developments
42.95 metres. A special
Reception is remarkably
in France
44
57
pure and stable, while the
short-wave transmission
set itself has, of course, the
to the Arctic and sub Sitting Up for America .. 45
A.W." Tests of Apparainherent advantages of the
Arctic regions is to he
tus
..
58
" Simpler Wireless " systried at ii o'clock Eastern
Two -valve "Utility" AmStandard Time on January
tem, namely, efficiency
plifier
.. 47
Without Fear or Favour 59
14 and February 18 for
the benefit of the posts

and ease in working and

of the Hudson Bay Cornpapy and. the North-West
Mounted Police

..

53

The "Dynaflex"

Circuits for You to Try ..

55

Our Information Bureau 64

On Your Wavelength
O

60

low initial cost. This four-

valver costs no more to
run than the " Simpler
Wireless"three-valvs !
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Television Developments
France

An Interview
with
Ma %din

By WM. J. BRITTAIN
r `~WO men are working together on Here the flashes of light are transformed to difference. of Too volts for his neon tubes,"
I television hear Paris. One is M. corresponding electric impulses and are proudly said M. Oglobinsky, the laboratory
amplified through, four stages before being
sent out as wireless waves.
M. Holweck works on the receiver, and
an alert, busy man-a keen competitor in
the world -television race. He showed me uses a cathode-ray oscillograph. It is not
in glass, like Professor Dieckmann's bottle,
his transmitting apparatus.
but is in turned brass.
The air inside the oscillograph
is kept at a fraction of a
&Ain, and the other is M. Holweck.
M. Bolin, the scientist -business man, is

chief.

M. Belin told me of the progress of their
work.

" We have found it better," he

said, "to pass over the object whose image

is to be transmitted a bright spot of light
rather thanilluminate fiercely the whole of
the object.
" In our experiments at _present we split

thousandth of an atmosphere up the object by 50 lines, that is into,
pressure by a vacuum pump 2,50o points. We cover the object, generally
designed by M. Holweck. It is eight times a second, which means that,
not necessary to keep the pump 20,000 signals .are flashed a second. Our
running always ; it can be apparatus is capable of flashing 50,000
.stopped for -several hours with- signals a second..
out decreasing the flow of
"I cannot say whether I have the secret
of television. Our present apparatus is
electrons.
The cathode stream is main- totally different from that I demonstrated
tained by a potential of Liao() at the Phy-sical EXhibition here in 1923.
volts. Magnets induce it to Then I used a revolving drum with mirrors,
zig-zag over the circular screen and flashed light coming through a photoat the top of the receiver.
graphic. plate 'through a slotted screen
When the image first comes which combined with the movement of the
'

-

A Holweck Vacuum Pump

I saw before everything else a big concave on to the screen it is double, showing a wheel to split tip the image. -

mirror; it is at the end of a steel drum, this disparity of phase beeighteen -inch mirror, and half -way along tween the mirrors and
inside the drum juts an arm carrying a the cathode ray. This
photo -electric cell.
is rerriedied by adjustOscillating mirrors, M. &lin uses to ing the corresponding
analyse his object, but not in an oscillo- alternator energising
graph like Mihaly's. His two tiny mirrors the magnets.
are oscillated at right angles to each other
In (the experiments
by cranks and rods. One twists at zoo times in their. present state
a second and the other at io.
the shape of the hand
A beam of light from an arc, passing appears clearly on the
through a millimetre hole in a plate, and. screen ; the hand can

through a small lens, is directed on the be seen to move and
mirrors which flash it zig-zag over the the fingers bend. The
'object.
shadow of the profile
For the object to be transmitted M. Belin
uses his hand. Point by point, rapidly, the".
hand is lit up and reflected in the large concave mirror at the end of the drum. The
large mirror concentrates the light on the
photo -electric cell placed at its focus.

of a

face has been

transmitted, and also
a simple photographic

The Units of the Holweck Oscillograph

negative.
So far there has seemed nothing remarkable in the receiver, but there is. There is

'

-

'

"Our new apparatus is giving us encouraging results. By the winter we should
'the increased luminoSity of have something to offer the world."
the screen,- the result of the
The figures given in this article show
ingenuity of :kr: HohVeek. how the work at La Malmaison has proAnd More -important is the gressed. Earlier in the year the object extraordinary sensitiAlty of image was being split into i,000 points;
the receiver.
now the figure is 2,500. Earlier in the year
the 'receiver was sensitive to io volts ; now
'' This, again; is the result
of long work by M.I-I-olweck the figure is 5 volts. These are two funda-work that 'is- still going mental and vital improvements. And the
On. A negative 'diffOrente work is still being pushed on.

-of 'potential of five volts
between the grid and the

Czecho-Slovakia is shortly to possess

' filaMent is sufficient to .Stop .
absobitely the _flow of
'electrons:"Mr Baird needs n

to -kilowatt broadcasting stations at Bratislava and Maehrisch-Ostrau, according
to the new plan submitted by the Prague
broadcasting authorities.

,

A Sketch of the Min Television Apparatus

-

-
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TING UP Fok
WHallows
MIIREE or four sears ago the pastime station, New York, one of 5o kilowatts, and always a very strong signal the reaction
of trying for American broadcasting Boundbrook, one of 3o kilowatts,whilst East coupling was quite loose; the set was,
stations operating on the medium waveband Pittsburgh, Chicago, and Springfield, all in fact, not at all in a sensitive conbecame one of the most popular amongst possess plants rated at 15 kilowatts or more. dition, being simply miles from the point
wireless enthusiasts. Conditions were then This being so, it seemed that something of oscillation. You may judge my surprise

should be heard of them When with three valves only I heard a voice
even if ether conditions were with. the unmistakable accents of America

not so favourable as they reading a stock exchange report. A little
had_ been in past years. careful work with the tuning controls, a
Therefore when the Editor
suggested that I should sit
rip for America one night
and record my experiences
I readily agreed; in fact I

slight tightening of the . reaction coupling
and WGY was coming through about as
powerfully as Bournemouth usually does.
The throwing into circuit of a second

'Note -magnifying valve brought him up to

mt further, offering to excellent loud -speaker strength.
make it two nights, of which

one should be devoted to
the short waves and the
other to the medium.

-and Good Quality
And the quality ? The quality was

remarkable. It was in fact quite as good

as that of, say, Frankfurt or Vienna. The
Excellent Results
only thing that marred it in any way was
Let me say at once, that the presence of slight fading of a slow kind
the results upon the medium at times. This, -however, was never
waves far exceeded my high- sufficient to render the words inaudible as

particularly favourable, so favourable in est expectations. The first
fact, that telephone reception of several station to go for was

transmissions was frequently possible with obviously WGY at Schen.
a good single -valve set. There were even ectady, since his power is
those who claimed to have accomplished twice as great as that of
similar feats with a crystal, but that is any other, and one felt that
if lie were not coming in it
another story !
Then the voice of America grew small by would not be of much use
As
degrees and beautifully less. During the continuing further.
winter before last, reception was occasion- soon as Stuttgart closed
ally possible with a big set, but that was all. down, as he did shortly
In the. following autumn there appeared to after II o'clock, the con,

be a promise of better things; for rather denser dials were moved
more than a fortnight in September, 1926, a little in order to drop
excellent reception of many stations was down to \VGY's 379.5
obtainable in places all over these islands. metres. Since Stuttgart is
But this early promise was not
borne out, for the winter itself
proved almost barren of results.

Increasing Interest
N

Meanwhile interest in the short
waves had been growing rapidly
and those who built suitable sets
found that they could keep in touch
with America the whole year round.
Largely for this reason the mecli urn -wave American stations have

not received a great deal of attention during the present winter. On

looking down the list of U.S.A.
stations one cannot help being
struck by the enormous power at
present used by some of them.
Schenectady has a 100 -kilowatt

reproduced by the loud -speaker.
A little later dinner -time music
was relayed from the Hotel van
Curler, Schenectady, and this came
through to perfection. I could have

stayed with WGY for the rest of

the night, but I felt that I must
leave

him in search

of

other

si a lions.

The next one attempted was
WEAF at New York, partly because
his power is 5o kilowatts, and

partly because his wavelength is
exactly the same as that of 5GB
-so that the required settings offered
lict difficulty. WEAF was also oicke4

m akar VivreIL:5
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up at once without the set being allowed to from a few with a moderately efficient three 30.91 metres good reception, though accompanied by a certain amount of fading, was
oscillate. His strength was a little inferior or four -valve broadcast receiver.
obtained. from WRNY, the New York
to that of WGY and some interference was
station of the Radio News. Though the
experienced at times from an annoying The Set
The set actually used contains one. power used is only .5 kilowatt this transspark signal. The call -sign was, however,
heard at the end of the first item and no neutralized high -frequency stage, with Litz mission has been coming in very well on
word of any announcement was lost. Though wound coils, a grid -leak -and -condenser favourable nights of late. 2XAU came in
the quality was not quite beyond criticism, rectifier with modified Reinartz reaction with a positive roar when the 32.77 metre
reception was still such that musical items and two transformer coupled note -magnify- mark was reached and it was interesting
could be listened to and were listened to ing stages, one or both of which can be used to compare the quality of the short-wave
with real pleasure. A volume of sound, at will by inserting the loud -speaker plug relay with that of the long -wave main
ample for an average room, was obtained into the appropriate jack. One word to transmission from WGY.
Though 2 XA,F" was exceedingly good and
those who think of trying for the American
on the loud -speaker with four valves.
came in at greater strength, I had no doubt
It
is
not
really
medium
-wave
stations.
WJZ
necessary to allow the set to oscillate in that the 379.5 metre transmission showed
A drop was now made to WJZ, Bound - order to hear the carrier wave, though to do rather better quality. Speech in both cases
brook, on 454.3 metres. This is not a -very so naturally makes the picking up of was equally clear but music came through
good part of the band for broadcast recep- stations rather easier. When a carrier -wave more faithfully upon the higher wavetion, as those who have tried for Rome, is heard do not try to " resolve " it. If you length. WIZ of New Brunswick was found
Stockholm, or Paris PTT will realise. A leave the set in oscillation and tune to the on 43.35 metres relaying KDKA's progreat deal of spark traffic goes on night and silent point you will find first of all that gramme. For the moment I thought that
day round about 45o metres in connection both speech and music are muzzy and I had picked up one of KDKA's numerous
with the coastal direction -finding services.
experimental transmissions on different
Interference was therefore to be expected.
.'wavelengths, but a reference to the cali-

WJZ was, however, tuned in at the first
attempt during a fortunate lull in spark
activities and was found to be coining
through about as strongly as WEAF. The
quality would have been excellent had it

bration chart showed that it must be WIZ
and later an announcement to this effect
was heard.

not been for spark interference.

The .5 kilowatt relay of WLW of Cincinnati was found on 52.02 metres at very
fair strength, though a certain amount of
fading was noticed. No station appeared

WLW

A Powerful Station
Working downwards, WGY was heard
again in passing and on 333.3 metres WBZ
of Springfield was encountered. Curiously

to be at work between this wavelength
and 62.5 metres, upon which KDKA was
heard with great strength. Often, though,
One can find WCGU (Brooklyn) on 54.0

enough, this station, though rated at only
r5 kilowatts, was more powerfully received

than any other. With three valves only,
both speech and music were clearly audible

metres and 3XL (Bournebrook) on 6o

at fifteen feet from the loud -speaker. No
intel-ference was noticed and there was no

metres. For some reason or other KDKA -

fading of any kind. Reception was, in fact,

has not been too good in point of quality
Mr. R. W. Hallows whose experiences of
American reception are recounted in this

for some time now. On this particular night

distinct distortion was noticeable, though
speech, was always clearly understandable.
The last station to be heard was, 2XBA
of Newark, New jersey, on 63.18 metres.
This is often. an exceedingly good 'transmission and is well worth - the attention
Fading apart, the quality was first-rate; just below the oscillation point. Slight of short-wave-ites. It was coming through
very marked waxing and waning of signal retuning will then bring in the transmission with rather less than its usual strength,
strength was, however, observed. Music at its best.
though the quality was remarkably good.
came through extraordinarily well, no
The short-wave set used for the test
marked suppression of the upper or lower On the Short Waves
contains a rectifier, with a tight -coupled
frequencies being noticeable.
The short-wave night was equally inter- modified Reinartz circuit followed by one
Rather more than ro metres lower in the esting and still more productive of results. or two note -magnifiers as may be required.
scale is WGN of Chicago, rated at 15 kilo- As a matter of fact, it was rather more Only one low -frequency stage is used for
watts. He again was picked up without than a night for the first attempt was made searching, a second being brought into
any trouble and came through at good during the afternoon when ANH, the Dutch action either when a weak signal has been
strength.
station in 'Java, was well heard on 17 metres. found or when a signal is strong enough in
This is an extraordinarily reliable trans- the telephones to make loud -speaker
Six Stations
mission and any short-wave enthusiasts reproduction possible with an extra valve.
The net result then of the medium -wave who are not familiar with it should tune to On the short -waves, again, silent point
night was that all of the six high -power this wavelength on. Thursday or Saturday tuning does not lead to the best results.
stations in the United States were heard. afternoons between 2 o'clock and 4.3o p.m. Except in the case of very powerful transProbably several others might have been
I would mention, by the way, that if you missions such as those of 2 XAF, 2 XAD, and
picked up had one tried for them, for there do not care about late hours you will find KDKA, the carrier wave must be picked
are quite a number rated at 5 kilowatts or 2XAD relaying a football match from up in the first instance, but when this has
more and a good many of these have been 7 p.m. onwards on most Saturday evenings. been done the reaction coupling should be
heard since. The object of the trial, though, Signal strength at that time is usually loosened and the grid -circuit retuned. A
was not so much to "bag" the greatest excellent. On 26 metres KDKA was heard, gradual tightening of the reaction will then
possible number of stations as to see whether but the transmission was too faint to be bring signals up to the maximum strength
really good reception could be obtained worth listening to. A little higher up on obtainable.

quite as good as that usually associated

with the Spanish or German stations.
article.
A little below WBZ is KDKA on 3/5.6
metres. The power of this station is not secondly that signal strength is not very
given in most lists, though I believe that great. As soon as you hear the carrier,
it is in the neighbo ithood of 3o kilowatts. slacken off reaction at once until the set is
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(Xi/UTILITY' TWO -VALVE

AMPLIFIER
THE "A.W." TECHNICAL STAFF

r

CONSTRUCTORS of the " Constant - Input are, of course, connected to the phone
coupled One," described last week, terminals of the detector set, but care

will find the two -valve amplifier illustrated

pleted and the loud -speaker is connected

in the anode circuit of the last valve. A
must be taken to make sure that Input- single 6 -ohm rheostat controls the filament

herewith of considerable interest, as its negative goes to the particular phone ter- current of the valves.
addition will enable them to work a loud- minal of the receiver that is connected to
speaker on many distant stations with the anode of the detector valve. When the Components
The construction of the amplifier incor
great purity of reproduction. Almost any amplifier is in use the H.T. + tapping
one -valve detector set can be used with the from the one -valve receiver should be porating this circuit is a simple process
amplifier, although it is not advised that increased to the maximum, not less than necessitating the following components.
Ebonite or Bakelite panel, 9 in. by 6 in.
crystal sets be coupled to it owing to the moo volts, because as the switch is arranged
RC. coupler used in the first stage of the- detector anode potential is then by % in. (Ebonart, Raymond, Becol,
the amplifier.

Pertinax).
supplied through the anode resistance.
Ebonite strip, 9 in. by 2 in. by % in.
On switching out the amplifier, by with-

Panel -mounting rheostat, 6 -ohms (G.E.C.,
General Scheme
drawing the phone plug from the input
The general outline of the amplifier is jack and inserting the loud -speaker plug Lissen, Igranic).

in the output jack, the detector" Loud -speaker jack (Lotus, Igranic,
H.T. -f- should be reduced for Formo, Bowyer -Lowe).
Loud -speaker filament -switching jack
smooth reaction' control. The
(Lotus,
Igranic, Formo, Bowyer -Lowe) H.T.
feed for the two
Anode resistance (250,000 ohms) ,(R.I
amplifying valves is supplied
by a single I -1.T.+ terminal on and Varley, Mullard).
.005-microfarad fixed condenser with
the terminal strip of the
series
clip (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C.).
amplifier.
Low -frequency transformer, ratio 4-i
The values of the
components should be (B.T.I1., R.I. and Varley, Ferranti).
Two baseboard valve -holders (Lissen,
adhered to if really satisfac-Benjamin).
tory results are to be ensured.
Connecting wire (Glazite or Junit).
The anode resistance of
-

-

R.C.conpler

250,000 ohms is the highest
recommended, but

as this

resistance is of the "clip -in '
type aroo,000 ohms resistance
might be tried if desired. The
A Plan View of the Amplifier Unit

P4tia 6x9

BLUEPR//Y r

AW 68

JACn Po/

.005-microfarad coupling con-

denser is quite large enough
to pass even the lowest of low notes and a
more expensive and unnecessarily large
coupling condenser need not be used.
Provided the first L.F. valve is properly
biased the 2-megolun grid -leak will not
" choke -up" Do not use a lower value

clearly shown in the photographic views,
and the circuit arrangement is given by the
theoretical diagram and blueprint. One
of the minor disadvantages of a separate
amplifier is the constant changing of leads
when the amplifier is connected or disconnected from the one -valve receiver. In of grid -leak, otherwise it will tend to reduce
the amplifier illustrated here this dis- the effective value of the anode resistance.

1411E251;4T

Leve/aC

&:se board
Baseboard
6;v..9"

25,2000

0115

=WM

advantage has been overcome by incorporating a simple jack -switching arrangement. Second Stage

It will be seen from the circuit diagram

The second stage of L.F. is a simple

that there is a stage of resistance -capacity transformer coupler, and provided a reliable

coupling followed by a stage of trans- make is used very good results will be

obtained. Two grid -bias negative terformer coupling.
A 3 -point jack is connected between the minals are necessary, one from the grid input terminals and the anode resistance leak of the R.C. coupler, the other from the

in the manner shown, so that when the I.S. connection of the L.F. transformer.
The output jack is a perfectly straightphone plug is inserted in the jack the anode
resistance is cut out of circuit and the forward and standard arrangement.

-As the loud -speaker plug is inserted, the
phones are inserted in the anode circuit of
the detector valve. The teminals marked filament circuit bf the two valves is corn-

i7771E-ik,

Gfr10.2 04/0-/ 0R/0,

M=MWM=
4-17,

t/T-

LT-

LT

//Y/U

The Wiring Diagram
Blueprint available price 1/-

//YGUT4

ntalzus: \V irde;s5
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Input +, jacks and the filament rheostat. The three on the last and 3 volts negative grid bias
holes for these components and the three on the first. The detector valve in the oneG.B.+, G.B.-1, G.B.-2 (E,Ilex or Belling - wood -screw fixing holes complete the panel valver can be an " R.C. " valve or an H
Nine terminals,

marked :

Input -, L.T. +, L.T.-, H.T.-,

drilling, which should be done when drilling valve, the former giving the more powerful

Lee).

the 9 in. by 2 in. terminal results, although the latter will give satisstrip..; All the battery factorily loud signals on a number of
input stations.
\\ hen the batteries and rheostat are "on"
this strip in the order shown. the amplifier is switched on by inserting
The t
valve -holders, L.F. the L.S. plug in the right-hand jack. To
transrormer and R.C. com- switch out the -amplifier remove L.S. plug
ponents are conveniently and insert the phones plug in the left-hand
disposed on the baseboard jack.
as indicated.
terminals and

th-e

terminals are mounted on

N.B. The, H.T.-. and L.T.- of the
detector set should be joined together and not
" Series " Clip
and LT+. As the accumulator
Note that the grid leak H.T.leads are common to both receiver and

The Complete Two -valve Amplifier

One 2-megohin grid leak (Dubilier,
L' ssen).

of the' R.C. coupler is wired amplifier there is no need for two H.T.with a "-series clip" which leads and one,. either the H.T.- on the
insulates the end of the receiver or the H.T.- on the amplifier, can
grid leak remote from the be dispensed a'4h.
grid from the condenser

terminal to which it is secured. If an
assembled R.C. coupler is used the four

conne5ting pointi are G.B.-, Grid,
As will he seen from the reduced repro- II.T.+, "and Plate, as shown by the
duction of the full-size blueprint (price is.), circuit diagram.
Wiring is done with Glazite or Junit

Construction

wire, and :by carefully following the
blueprint reduced reproduction, or
theoretical circuit diagram, little
difficulty should be encountered
in this part of the Ni,:ork which
completes the construction.
Before using the amplifier,

111PUT

carefUlly check over the connections,\ especially the jack switch and battery wires.
The Circuit Diagram

Valves
.a 9 in. by 6 in. ebonite panel and a 9 in. by
We used a B.T.H. B2toL for first stage
6 in. baseboard accommodate all the neces- and 13213P second stage and these gave
sary parts. On the panel, arranged neatly very satisfactory results with 120 volts H.T.
and symmetrically, are the input...and output on both valves, 9 volts negative grid bias

The Unit is quite Compact

"Which is Your Favourite Circuit?"
The Result of the Amateur Wireless
AVERY large number of entries
were received for this competition,

and the result is somewhat surprising
as no competitor actually succeeded in

forecasting the correct result of the
voting.

In making the awards, therefore, it
has been found necessary to combine
the First and Second Prizes of 7.1;20
and g respectively, and to divide the

Favourite Circuit " -Competition.

W. F., Evans, Ivy Cottage,

Hol- The Sixth Prize of I t is shared equally
land Oxted, Surrey,
by
whose coupons most nearly forecast the
W. Wagstaff, 20 Hughenden Road,
vote of the majority.
Hastings,
The next most .nearly successful foreand
cast was also made by two competitors,
Walter Surgey, Pool Close,
and the Third and Fourth Prizes totallPinxton, Notts.
ing -1,7, are therefore shared equally by
Cheques for the respective amounts

C. W. Warne, r ,Fort Clarence,

Rochester, Kent,
total amount of -12.5 between two comand
petitors. These two competitors are :H. Dales. Osbournby, Sleaford,
Lincolnshire.
William I. Dunn, r Fenwicke St.,
Seaton Delaval, Northumberland
The Fifth Prize of E,2 is awarded to
and
2. Taplin, 4 Parkside Grove, Leeds.

have already been forwarded to the
successful competitors, who have our
warmest congratulations.
In early issues of AMATEUR WIRELESS

receivers embodying the favourite circuits will be fully described and illustrated.
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The master set that brings

in station after station in
daylight
In One Hour without soldering,
you can build the Mullard Master
Three-the receiver that makes the
most efficient use of three valves.

Only 20 Wires to connect to
terminals once you have mounted
the few components by using the
Simplified Plan of Assembly supplied FREE.

Easy to Handle. Only one dial

for tuning, another for volume.
As simple to operate as setting the

0 Saderm

Only,124'
in One

/wilt

hands of a clock.

Wonderful Results are certain.
You have a choice of six or more
programmes at loud speaker strength.

The

Build the Mullard Master Three

Editor,
"Radio for
the Million,"

now ! The cheapest and simplest 3 -

valve receiver ever designed.

Mullard
MASTER RADIO

63, Lincoln's Inn

Fields, London,W.C.2

Please send me FREE com-

plete instructions andSimpli-

fied Plan of As.embly for the

MULLARD MASTER THREE & No. 5

" RADIO FOR THE MILLION "
NAME (Block Letters)
Address
A W.3.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

Cm -dims Wwetz....."
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The
'HEN we were very young didn't we

just love making things' ? And who is
to say that, now we are older, we are
not still proud to say " I made it myself "? At
least, we are sure you would be of the loud
speaker you can make with the :frown Constructor's Unit. Can't you imagine the joy of
building a real horn loud speaker? Or, if you
would rather,with the addition of the nrown
C.T.S. Accessory Set, a handSome hornless
type? The joy of making it would only be
surpassed by the joy of bearing it when you
had finished. You would agree that its
tone was quite as pure and its volume quite
as loud as many factory -made loud speakers.
And yet it would only cost you 16/-. You

would expect to pay far more for such a
good loud speaker, wouldn't you?
With the 313CONVII
Constructor's Unit, price
13i6, anyone can build a
horn type loud speaker. By
r tiding the 16rown C.T.S.
Acces.ory Set, price 2/6, a

Best for YOUR Set
Perfect low -frequency transformer curves obtained
under ideal laboratory conditions are utterly useless

as an indication of performance under working
conditions because of the numerous shunting capacities which exist in a set.

The Igranic

L.F. Transformer, Type "G

59

has been designed by some of the leading experts in low -frequency
transformers to give as near perfect reproduction as it is possible
to attain -while working in the average set.
You cannot realise how good reproduction can be until you have
used this transformer. The low notes and harmonics are brought

out in their correct proportions, giving a life -like tone that can
only be compared with the original.
The Igranic L.F. Transformer, Type " G," is made in two
ratios -3.6 : r, for first and single stages (with 20,000 to 3o,000 -ohm
valves) and 7.2: i for second stage (with low -impedance valves).
Two 3.6 : i ratio transformers may be used if &sired.

hornless loud speaker can be
made. At all Wireless
Dealers.

Price 30/ -

S. G. BROWN, LTD.,

Send for List No. D78, wiich fives curves

North Acton, London, W.3.

and full informat:on.

149 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
Works : BEDFORD

Branches: BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, GLASGOW, LEEDS,
MANCHESTER, NE WC ASTLE,

No. 1393

(V\

/\/\4

/\&AAAAAAkillilil.jAAAAA

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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A Home-made Met -Vick Four
For working off the Electric Light Mains
The " Met -Vick " 4 -Valve A.N.P. Set, shown on this
page, can also be constructed for working direct from

the electric light mains. This involves the use of
" Cosmos " A.C. Valves and Battery Eliminators, and
is fully described in the booklet 7117/4, obtainable

from your wireless dealer complete with drilling
template and wiring diagrams. The performance of
the set is astonishingly good, giving great selectivity
with a wide range, high quality of reproduction and
simplicity of operation.

The cost of the necessary parts is low. Ask your
dealer for the booklet or write to the makers.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors: Metropolitan -Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd.)

155 Charing Cross Road,
LONDON, W.C.2

Booklet 7117:5
describes fully

the same set for
use with battery
vatvzs.

R

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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SAVE! Hold! Heave! Hold designed for a particular purpose. It
them ! Heave ! Pulling-strain- is made to function correctly with its
ing-tugging. Gaining a bit- neighbour. Look at the valves in your
losing a little. Tugging-straining- Set. Are they a team ? Do they pull
pulling. Each man in perfect unison with
the next-working together. Team work.

Team work is as essential to success
in 'Radio

as in

tug-of-war.

You

have no idea of the capabilities of

your Wireless Set unless your valves
are "pulling together-as a team.
Using valves of different makes in your

Set is like choosing men of different

weights and physique for a tug-of-war
team. They are not designed to "pull
together.' Every Cossor Valve* is

together? If not, replace them with the
correct Cossor Valves. Immediately
your Set will give you results of which
you never before believed it capable. It

will give you .purer tone.

And far

reproduction.

And

And it will give you
economical performance, too.

more

more life -like

greater volume - without distortion.
* Your nearest Wireless Dealer stocks.
Cossor Valves for every purpose, for

2, 4 and 6 volts.

From 10/6

Cossor
Valve s
Tee IrliStCVaCe
/CICIPitA/

NOttA/Ine

Advt. A. C. Cossor. Ltd..
Highbury Grove. N. 5.

M1520

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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The Wireless Advisory Committee direct taxes, and consequently this proposal to represent organised amateurs in this
l'HIS committee Was started with a has been rejected, leaving, for the present, country, has informed me that there is no
1- great flourish of trumpets by the B.B.C. the official PTT stations without any doubt but that the amateur has lost much
at a time when there was a popular demand income whatsoever. As stated by the by reason of his apathy to existing organisaby the public for better programmes, but we French Press, it is quite possible that the tions founded for his protection and repredo not hear the result of its activities. It result of this obstructional policy to the sentation, and that unless he is able to show
seems that the committee, like many other development of radio in France will compel greater numbers in the future he cannot
Government commissions and committees, the broadcasting stations to limit their hope to retain the facilities which he now
will continue to sit and deliberate, and transmissions to news bulletins, weather has. The society hopes to increase its memkeep the general public in the dark as to its forecasts, and any other non -copyright bership to a considerable extent by opening
work until it is well-nighforgotten. Whether matter on which they can lay their hands. its associate class to all applicants without

or not the guiding hand has been put into The transmission of old musical works
operation it is difficult to say, for nobody alone will come within their scope, unless
seems to remark any improvement in the authors and composers are willing to
quality of the programmes, and these for go their royalties.
appear to be much the same as they were
The Position of the Amateur

One thing that is noticeWith Washington behind us, we can
able is that " talks " have now encroached review
the position of the amateur experiupon the station 5GB, which at its incep- menter in
and other countries With the
tion was stated to be "talk free." Is this certainty this
of
knowing
the decisions
the work of the Advisory Committee ? arrived at will come intothat
in 1929, and
because, if it is, it seems to have travelled remain so for a period offorce
about ten years,
a long way from the idea of the alternative unless something happens in the meantime
programmes which was the original inten- to merit the calling of another international
tion !.
conference. The British amateur has lost
A Statement Wanted
certain concessions which. he held before
In view of the absolute silence which the conference took place, and these mainly
prevails on the part of this committee, one consist of a goodly slice . of waveband
begins to wonder how much interest is between 15o and 200.metres.
displayed by the members of the various
Recognition
organisations now represented.by it. Even
a year or so ago.

a brief bulletin published, say, once a

requiring any technical knowledge as an

essential qualification for membership. This

means that applicants can become associates on payment of JOS. per annum.
The wavebands which will be available

to the amateur after January r, 1929, will
be as follows : 149.9 to 174.8, 74.96 to
85.66, 41.07 to 42.83, 20.82 to 21.42,

9.99 to 10.71, 4.997 to 5.354 metres.

Interesting Tests
How many short-wave enthusiasts,

I

wonder, have heard the friendly back -chat
that is going on, these clays, round about
20 metres, between our own 5SW and the
American 2XAD ? The two stations are

testing together and are most outspoken
in a restrained way, about one another's
efforts. Most of the talk is by phone; but

occasionally they take to the key, and

2 XAD's delightfully steady interrupted

One thing he has gained is his recognition C AV., at about eight words a minute, is a
by the various governments as a potential fine exercise for morse beginners. The

month would assure the public that something is being done ; the endless silence useful asset to the community, for the
seems to indicate that the committee has conference has decreed that amateurs of
found the task too great for it. It now all nations shall hai,:e the use of the same
seems to be the proper moment for the wavebands, and has also decided that lie
B.B.C. to come out with a statement on shall have fresh call signs beginning with
a nationality prefix. This means that during
this matter, however brief it has to be.
the next twelve months all British amateurs
French Programmes
will receive a new call sign, -which in all
So far as I can see from the reports probability will be a three -letter one,
which reach me from Paris, the programmes instead of the present system of two
broadcast by the French stations from the letters and a number.
opening of the New Year will provide but
American Amateurs
little entertainment to wireless listeners.
American amateurs have lost very
The fact is that up to the present the
official French broadcasters have not been heavily as regards licence facilities, for
compelled to pay any royalties on copy- their Government will have to come into
right works transmitted, but as from Janu- line with other governments when' the new
ary r they have been compelled to do so. arrangements are put into force. The situa-

On the other hand, the authorities had tion is, no doubt, due to the fact that

hoped to secure the passing of the new Bill amateurs of all nations, with the exception
empowering them to collect annually of America, are by no means well organised,
respectively five francs and twenty-five and they presented a very weak front when
francs from the owners of crystal and subjected to the attack of the many foreign
delegates who attended the conference. The
multi -valve receivers.
British delegates in particular were a great
No Income
thorn in the side of the amateur, and were
Although the tax was but a small one, mainly responsible for the limitations which
it might, with economy, have sufficed to were eventually made.
defray extra expenses incurred by the pay-

Chelmsfords tation (5SW1 seems to be in
a little trouble with modulation; hut, taking
it on the whole, it is going out well, and is
being well received in all sorts of outlandish places. Short-wave broadcasting

certainly does make the world a small
thing. On Christmas Day I heard some
carols sung in Melbourne-they were sing
ing on the morning of the 26th; of coursesome excellent light music from New York,
and something which sounded like the most
jazzy jazz from a station in the Dutch East
Indies; but that Was very faint. All this
was within the space of a couple of hours

A Change of Wavelength ?
Talking of 5SW reminds me that this
station may shortly be moving from_
24 metres. A re -allocation of the short
waves was arranged at the Washington
Conference, and, presumably, when this
comes into force, 5SW will shift, if it has.

not pitched on a wavelength before the
date given that will satisfy the majority of

likely listeners and moved in advance.

Possible wavelengths are 19 metres, 25.4
metres, and 31.5 metres. All of these are,
so far, free, and within the bands allowed
The Result of Apathy
to broadcasting stations by the new allocament of copyright fees. Most certainly it
A prominent official of the Radio Society tions. 5SW has already been doing some
would not do more. The Frenchman, however, has always been against the levy of of Great Britain, which society can be said experimental work on 31.5 metres, as
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On Your Waz,telength!

(continued)

don't consider the milliamperes that are less is the amount payable for royalties.
ducted on a wavelength closely adjacent, taken out of the battery when it is in use.
Push-pull Amplification
They forget, in a word, that the H.T.
were especially well -heard in India.
In these days of high -power amplifiers
battery, unlike the grid -bias battery, is
Round-the-clock Transmissions
called upon to supply juice as well as and moving -coil loud -speakers, it is often
So great is the difference in time which potential. If you want satisfactory, econo- difficult to obtain valves capable of handseparates the different units of the Empire mical working with dry batteries, always ling the large grid voltages applied to
that it is possible that the ultimate Empire purchase those of a size suitable for your them. In many cases, push-pull amplificabroadcasting station will not only be in set. The little fellows are excellent for tion forms a satisfactory solution, since
operation throughout the greater part of single -valve sets, or even two- or three- by connecting two valves across the output
the twenty-four hours, but will transmit on valvers unprovided with power valves. If of the last inter -valve transformer, and
two or more wavelengths, either simul- the set is a small one, used for loud -speaker connecting the grid bias to the centre taneously or at different times, so as to reproduction of the local station at short tapping of the output winding, the voltage
guarantee the maximum service over the range, with a power valve in the last swing is divided equally between the
whole world during convenient listening holder, a middle -weight battery will be a valves and, in consequence the amplifier
times for the different parts of the Empire. much better investment.
handles twice the amount of power.
The popularity of push-pull amplificaFunny, Isn't It?
The U.S.A. Position
tion appears to have suffered owing to the
Whilst chatting the other day to the
It is rather interesting to notice the fact that special transformers are required.
head of a firm responsible for a very
different
lines upon which wireless has Mr. Reyner tells me, however, that ordingood life in dry -cell high-tension batteries
developed
as a popular hobby in the ary transformers can be centre -tapped, to
of what is known as the standard size
United
States
and in this country. One of form a push-pull transformer, by connectI asked why they did not place upon the
the
fundamental
differences is that very ing two similar grid leaks in series across
market a battery of the same quality but
few
Americans
go
in for home -workshop the secondary and taking the centre point
of considerably larger capacity. His answer
of the resistance to a common grid bias,
was most illuminating. Not so very long jobs to anything like the same extent as Any good transformer can be utilised. in
we
do.
The
British
constructor
will
wind
ago, he told me, they put on sale tentatively
manner with success, and I believe
a battery with, roughly, five times the his own coils and make quite a number of this
details of such arrangements will be forthbits
and
pieces
for
himself.
The
American
capacity of the standard type at just
coming very shortly.
double the price. You would think, would has never done so to any extent, and at
the
present
time
he
is
showing
a
greater
you not, that that was a pretty good barThose Speakers Again
gain? You paid two shillings where you and greater disinclination even to making
Moving
-coil speakers are delicate and
had previously paid one, and in return you up a receiving set by connecting up a puzzling instruments; they must be treated
complete
set
of
ready-made
components.
received five hours of service for every one.
correctly, otherwise they are capable of
Possibly you imagine queues forming up
giving dire results. On a recent occasion
The
Matter
of
Patents
outside the shops eager to avail themselves
I was demonstrating such a speaker, and
Another
point
of
importance
is
the
of this very real bargain. But the facts,
pointed out that the tones would be far
difference
between
the
patent
laws
in
this
dear reader, are quite otherwise. The
more pleasing if a baffle were used. Wherecountry
and
in
America.
Here
it
is
legal
public simply would not have the bigger
upon somebody suggested that a temporary
to
make
up
any
patent
device
oneself
with
batteries, preferring, for some quaint
baffle could be rigged up and placed in
a
view
to
trying
it
out,
though
it
may
not,
reason, to pay two and a half times as
position. A pair of scissors and the lid of
much as it needed to pay for its high- of course, be sold or even given away a hat -box were soon obtained, with the
unless
the
royalty
is
paid.
In
the
States
tension supplies And so it goes on.
there is no such right; anyone, in fact, who result that a crude, but perfectly efficient,
How Distortion Comes
makes up a patented circuit and operates baffle was obtained. At this point a little
Those of us who have done any labora- it, even for five minutes, is actually break- auto -suggestion is required, otherwise one's
tory testing of high-tension batteries know ing the law. As a nation, America pos- friends are apt to tell you that they can
how futile it is to try to work multi -valve sesses greater wealth per head of the detect no difference with the baffle in.
sets from those of standard size. Not only population than we do, and therefore place; for the curious point about the
is the process costly, but it is also rather people have not quite the same induce- whole affair is that, whilst one is fitting the

Mr. Marcnse's ex purl ments, which were con-

baffle,

hard on the receiving set, for it leads ment to economist by making up their
inevitably to what I call "end -of -the - own receiving gear.
evening" distortion. Work a receiving set
Royalties
containing a power or super -power valve
off a standard -sized battery, and you are

There is a difference, top, in the royalties

Speaker Position

in for a pretty fat drop in plate voltage payable on finished sets. With us there is
during each evening's run. This means a flat rate of its. 6d. per valve.holder,

that towards the end of that time the grid irrespective of the value of the apparatus.
bias is excessive and that your set is American manufacturers pay a combined
bottom -bending to beat (or, at any rate, royalty of 5 per cent. on the price of the
receiving set; thus, on a five-valver priced
to distort) the band.

The Old Story
Too many wireless men are volt -wise
and milliamp-foolish. What I mean is that
they think that any H.T. battery will do
so long as its initial voltage is 66 or zo8,
or whatever they generally use; bat they

at $ioo the royalty would be $5 (ii),

and on a set of similar size priced at $60
it would be $3 (12s.). The royalty in this
country would.be 3 2S. 6d. in either case.
This means that two- or three -valve sets

one cannot detect any marked

change in the quality of reproduction; yet,
after a while, it is apparent that there is a
very distinct improvement.
A friend of mine is building his moving-

coil speaker into the corner of a room,
-

which strikes me as being a very sensible
position for any type of speaker, since the
sound, by reflection, is projected uniformly
throughout the room. I have frequently
experimented with the position of loudspeakers in different rooms. Sometirpei
one seems to obtain the best results with
the speaker in the centre or two speakers

can be marketed very cheaply in the at either side.
States, for the lower the price is. the

THERMION.
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CIRCUITS FOR YOU
4'

_o_TO TRY
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One

of

a regular series

month and contain descriptions of
various forms of circuit which can
be tried out by the experimenter.

of

ar.icles by our Technical Editcr
which will appear about every
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SOME SIMPLE SINGLE -VALVE CIRCUITS
THERE are many readers who like to if C2 is about .00i, c3 need not be greater
hook up single -valve circuits of various than .000r, and as C2 is increased so c3
kinds in order to see how far they can must be increased with it. LI is a simple
receive with the simplest possible appara- coil, being about No. 6o or No. 75 for the
tus. Quite long distances can be obtained
on a good single -valve set, using telephones,
of course, the actual reception being largely

a matter of the smoothness of operation
with the particular circuit used.
The circuits given in this article all have
some spice of novelty about them, although

they are none of them particularly outstanding in character.

-

The circuit shown by Fig. i is a very

useful arrangement for obtaining reaction

irrespective of the actual coils in use.

Often cases arise where it is not desired to

use two coils or to take a tapping on the
particular coil, and in such circumstances
the use of an arrangement such as that

H T7,4

ALT

and is a system which he himself has
employed quite successfully for short-wave

work. The minor difficulties in obtaining
reaction on short waves are well known,
so that an arrangement of this character,
C.,
which will oscillate without much difficulty, is all the more valuable. It will be
Fig. 1-A Capacity -tapped Circuit
seen that the ordinary tuned circuit
short-wave band and No. 200 or No. 25o LI cr is not connected directly across the
for the long -wave band.
grid and filament of the valve, but through
This circuit is capable of giving good a resistance RI connected in the negative
reception. It has the advantage of being return. The grid leak contains the usual
R2, these having
condenser and leak
conventional values.

shown by Fig. I will prove of use.

The circuit is, in essence, a capacity tapped one, the actual sub -division of the
voltage necessary being obtained by using
two condensers in series instead of tapping
the coil. The tuned circuit consists of a
coil LI tuned with the condensers ci and
C2 in series. ci is a variable condenser of
.0005 and C2 is a fixed condenser of -the
order of .00r or .002, depending upon the
circumstances. c3 is the reaction con-

capacity -tapped method this is avoided.
The circuit given by Fig. 2 is another
interesting arrangement, enabling reaction
to be obtained without the necessity for
tapping the coil. This arrangement was
first suggested to me by Captain Round,

Z.774

For ordinary practical purposes .0003
and 2 megohms is suitable, while a rather
smaller condenser, with a higher value of
grid leak, is more suitable for short-wave

work. The resistance RI should have a

LT- value of about half a megohm. Reaction is

obtained by connecting a condenser betiveen the anode and the bottom end of the
tuned circuit. A high -frequency choke L2

is connected in the anode circuit of the
valve in order to prevent the high -fredenser, which should have a maximum 'fairly constantly coupled, tending to quency current from passing through the
capacity of at least .000i and possibly a oscillate rather more readily at the top of telephones or the low -frequency amplifier
little more. A .0002 or .0003 may be used the scale. This is because the effective if one is added.
BeN'ond this, the circuit requires little
here if desired, it being remembered that tapping of the circuit gradually increases
the larger C2 is made, the smaller is the as the value of the condenser cr is in- comment. C2 need only be quite a small
effective Tapping, and thus the larger must creased, and therefore the tendency to condenser, to the value of about .000r
be the reaction condenser. Consequently, oscillate is rather greater towards the top maximum, while LI and cr are of usual
of the tuning range. The aerial is Con- values. A tapped coil has been shown at
(Continued on page 76)
nected to the bottom end of the coil so
Fig. 2-Another Arrangement for Obtaining
Reaction Without Tapping the Coil

that it is effectively connected across the
tapped portion of the circuit, and thus the
aerial tapping also increases as the wavelength range is increased. This is an
advantage in some ways, because it overcomes the difficulty of blind spots, which
is often experienced with the tapped coil

in which the tapping remains constant
throughout the tuning range. In such circumstances the aerial has a definite natural
tune, and when the circuit comes approxiFig. 3-A Circuit Using the Screened -grid
Valve

mately near that point a flat spot is
obtained.

whereas

with

the

present

Fig. 4-A Circuit with High Impedance in
the Anode Circuit
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Making a Short-wave Coil
HOW to make a short-wave coil of
simple design, on somewhat new

For Delicate Adjustments

of the sketch, and it will be seen that the

two positive terminals of the cells are

THOSE amateurs who possess square - connected to the sockets, the negative
law tuning condensers with a vernier terminals being joined together with a lead

lines, is shown in the drawing.
driven by a small knob mounted on a
The arrangement is particularly low loss,
the spacing being very noticeable. Wire of
a fairly stout gauge should be used, say No.
14. The coil pins or nails are arranged on a
By Substituting
wood base, and the wire followed around

them from i to 12, as indicated. The slots
of the pins or nails should, however, first
be removed, in order that the coil so shaped

a 4in. dial for the
small
vernier

which goes direct to the L.T. negative
terminal on the receiver. The terminal

on the small panel is connected to the L.T.

positive terminal of the receiver, so that
in order to select either cell it is only
necessary to insert the plug in the appropriate socket. The plug also serves as a
filament switch, for when disconnected the
J. R.
filament circuit is broken.

knob a more

can be gently lifted off the nails when

delicate adjust-

finished. As this coil is primarily intended -

ment is obtain-

A Time -saving Tip

able.

THOSE who charge their own accumulators often waste a great deal of time
in disconnecting the accumulator from the

for short wave work, only a few turns in
any case will be required. When the coil
is so formed it is easily mounted upon the
ebonite base piece, the extremes being
Numbers Indicate
Order of Winding

!Y°/4!Y°/4Bare Wire

/ Spaced 1,

For for/her
Turns Rep

Process

ea)ro

r.441/44

spindle projecting through the dial, will
find the following tip of interest. The
smallness of the vernier knob makes
delicate adjustment almost impossible.

If

the knob is taken off and a 4 in. dial mounted

46

8
/2

rermineS

in its place as shown in the drawing given
above, the larger diameter will enable finer
W. J. M.
adjustments to be made.

Cell -resting Device

Ebonlie Meont

TN cases where dry cells are used for
Spaced

OF OE T

1 filament lighting it is always advisable
to duplicate the cells and use them in con-

_ tail Pins well

------

OF ChAfrOffi

OFACC11/11/LATOR

A Good Time -saving Tip
junction with a change -over switch so that
either cell can be " rested " and allowed to set and connecting it up to the charging
secured to two valve pins which are spaced recuperate after being worked for a reasonwell apart, sockets being provided upon the able period; thus full advantage is taken of device.
To obviate this, two ordinary coil receiver at corresponding distances to the recuperating properties of dry cells.
holders
should be fixed at right angles to
receive the plug-in coil.
the
wall,
and connections should be made
has
proved
very
efficient
in
This coil
to these as shown in the sketch. If the
Making a Short-wave Coil

use.

H. B.

Mounting Crystals
FIXING crystals in their cups by means
1' of Wood's metal is not at all difficult,
and if properly done makes a far more
efficient mounting than packing with tinfoil.

The correct method of mounting in the
metal is to place one or two small pieces
A Cell -resting Device
of the alloy in the crystal cup and to heat
The sketch shows a simple change -over
this latter on a piece of sheet metal held
with pliers over a clean flame. The sheet arrangement. The cells are placed in a box,

accumulator is now connected to another
coil -holder, this latter coil -holder may be
plugged into the coil -holder connected to

the leads going to the set, or to those

going to the charging device. Any number
of accumulators may be interchanged by
connecting each to a coil -holder, and connecting this coil -holder to the coil -holder

connected to the charger or to the set.
It is quite impossible to connect + to -

to make any such mistake. The
sketch makes the connections clear. When
the idea is used all the accumulators and
or

metal prevents carbon from the flame and on one side of the-bOx is screwed a small chargers can be kept very conveniently
rendering contact between the crystal ebonite panel which is fitted with two out of sight.
W. J. P.
sockets and a terminal. A short flexible
Only a very little heat is necessary, and lead with plug is clamped firmly .under the
itimecliately it appears to be soft the shoulder of the terminal, or taken through

and the cup imperfect.

crystal should be floated on the surface a hole in the panel and soldered to the
shank. The panel is shown on the right
B. B.
with tweezers.

ET "Amateur Wireless" solve

your Wireless problems
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E. Blake Tells of

PTIHERE is nothing in his ancestry, ally as office boy. And when Emanuel had an astonished, but doubtful public, and by

immediate or remote, which appears to been married to Jane Jones for nine years this time Emanuel had just heard about the
explain why Emanuel I,yback possesses he had already begun to see her defects, a Titanic disaster of 1912-or rather, of the
an incurable lag, unless you count the clarity of vision which is the sole--preroga.tive part played by wireless in that tragedy.
facts that he was born in 1883 A.D., which of husbands who have just outlived the Behold him, therefore, pestering his cronies
is a very long time after Adam, and that honeymoon. He settled down in life as a ...with the dull details of marine wireless
he made his appearance some three weeks railway guard, because in that job he (early types) while their minds were a

could always be behind. He has no family.
Ten years too soon for that !
And then this wireless ! He used to see
the word in his newspaper through a sort
of mist, just as you and I might see "bime-

medley of Uncle Arthur's dulcet announce-

ments about Arabs stealing away with
tents, inexpressible criticisms of squawky
gramophone records, " blasted " piano solos,

breakdowns, breathless spasms of Eckers-

tallism" or " erythema." He passed it ley, and the dawning of a realization that

over hurriedly, conscious of a lacuna in his those birds in the monastery garden ought

general information, though being a rail-

way man, a trade unionist, and a great

to be baked in a pie or doped.

frequenter of political meetings he had no A Hopeless Task
end of big words in his vocabulary, such as
Imagine the hopelessness of his task when
you and I have not.
he tried to sound a ticket -collector on the
subject of rotary versus fixed spark -gaps,
After Adam
New Ideas
while the afore -mentioned official was tryafter the christening cake had been
Presently the snippets about wireless ing to puzzle out why Tannhauser, and it
pronounced stale beyond hope of masti- became longer and somewhat more Intel- so, when.
cation.
Believe me, that in those days, before
ligible to a plain man and he gained by
His name, possibly, . . but Lyback is 1921 the slightest possible conception of
only a corruption of Libbuck, the family what wireless is and can be. He used to
name of the squires of Marshy Mold, tell station masters about it, and once he
Riiiiland, who were backward in nothing gave Marconi clean away to the driver of
except in coming forward. Indeed, at the the 7.16 "up." "You see," he said, "the
battle of Sedgmoor a Libbuck, coming late alecdrizider flies away, as you might say
to the fray, was unable to determine' -if you see my meaning, so to speak-and
which side was getting the best of it, and sort of buzzes like, across the air, till it
.

took a chance with Monmouth's crowd, passes the wire and the wire draws it
eventually finding himself deported to down till the telegram comes out of the
Jamaica where he spent the rest of his life telephone. ' Smarvellous, Henry.hoeing sugar -cane.
Henry said, " Yerr," and spat on the
He decided to work right through it
coals to prove it.
A Mere Five Years
The year 1922 gave " broadcasting " to Sir Watford Davies undertook to explain
Nevertheless, at the present time,
the inwardness of the meaning of B flat
there is actually living amongst us one,
Minor, played on a moonless night staccato
E. Lyback, who is for all important matters
in tremolo spasms, at a distance and in aural
-I mean radio-a good five years behind,
perspective, both in time and space, on a
though it is doubtful whether he knows it.
niediieval
spinet, by a reformed burglar
It is a disability, as I said, chronic and Mr. E. Blake,
brought
up
on Bach-believe me, I say,
incurable.
who tells this
the
average
Englishman
was brought by
When other kids of his age were basting pertinent
broadcasting to a state of complete
story
their nurses he had reached only the stage
bewilderment in a morass of music. He
of lying on his back and blowing bubbles
didn't know there was so much of it, or
at the ceiling; these he blew conscienwhy there was so much. Nor did he dream
tiously, in a studious kind of way, on some
that there were or had ever been people
special theory of his -Own. At school he
with names like Koussevitzky, Zavertal,
was always at the top of his class, but
Rachmaninov or Smetana. He lived in a
always some three years' older than his
nightmare of mingled delight and suspicion.
classmates. By the time he was cock of the
But our Emanuel escaped all this, for he
school his young brother had for two years
discovered the crystal receiver.
kindle assisted Sir Robert Tilberry to run
(Continued on page 64)
the famous Tilberry Soap Works-nomin-
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"A.W." TESTSJ.OF
APPARATUS
H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Conducted by our Technical Editor,

Fes ranti Meters

use; although the cells have a fairly small

according to the adjustment of the micro-

experimenter, who requires capacity, there. has been no appreciable phone.
The amplifier was tested in conjunction
a type of measuring instrument voltage drop, indicating that the battery
with a simple crystal receiver and, after
which is accurate under all conditions will should have a long life.
The possibility of accidental short cir- careful adjustment, we were able to obtain

rTHE

A Ferranti Meter

cuit, due to metallic objects being placed satisfactory amplification without noticeon the battery and any leakage which able distortion. When approaching the
might occur due to the collection of dirt position of maximum sensitivity there was
and dust on the surface,' is obviated by the a slight tendency for the instrument to
provision of a cardboard cover in which become . noisy, although this could be
holes are drilled over the eight tapping remedied by careful readjustment.
points. tappings are taken every i I/2 volts
This interesting and practical instrument
between o' and rip% volts for grid bias, should appeal to readers.
whilst further tappings at 20, 30, 40, 50,
Amplion Cone Speaker
and 6o volts are provided.
CONE loud -speakers are becoming inThe battery can be recommended for
general use.
creasingly popular on account of their
realistic tone, - pleasing appearance, and

be interested in the range of high-class Magnetic 'Microphone Bar Amplifier convenient dimensions.
We have recently received one of the
meters marketed by Ferranti, Ltd., of
THE crystal receiver is still a popular
Hollinwood, Lancs.
form of broadcast receiver, owing to latest Amplion cones, type A.C.2, from
We were recently afforded the oppor- its simplicity and low cost. Although the makers, Graham Amplion, Ltd., of
25-26 Savile Row, Regent. Street, W.r.
tunity of testing a number of these instruThis speaker is certainly an outstanding
ments, which are made with full-scale
example of the moderately priced cones,
deflections of from 5 milliamps up to
since its general appearance and perform20 milliamps and from 7.5 volts up to
ance can compare with many high-priced
25o volts. The resistance of the standard
instruments.

range is 200 ohms per volt, which is a high

figure and sufficient for most purposes.
For special requirements where the current

' demand is important, meters are made
with a resistance of r,000 ohms per volt.
These take very little current,' and are
specially suitable for testing battery
eliminators.
On test, these meters proved of excellent

design and workmanship. A moving -coil
system is employed which gives a deadbeat reading, the needle moving straight
to the indication and remaining there. We
have seldom seen low-priced instruments
so good in this respect. Accuracy was of
a high order, and we have no hesitation in
recommending these meters.

many are satisTied with'thc results obtained
from their sets, there are some who desire
to increase the volume, but do not wish to
utilise a valve.amplifier owing to the necessity and expense of high- and low-tension
batteries.

Pertrix H.T. Battery

small 3 -volt dry battery is made by the New

THE "shelf life" (or ability of a battery
to retain its voltage when not in use)
is a matter of great importance to the wireless public. It often happens that, although

Wilson 'Electrical Manufacturing Co., of

New Wilson Microphone Amplifier

An amplifier which will operate off a
18 Fitzroy. Street, Fitzroy Square, W.I.

Briefly, it consists of a, magnetic unit

similar to a normal telephone earpiece; in

Amplion Cone Speaker

a set is little used, the H.T. battery par- place of the usual diapluiagrn there is a
tially loses its voltage after a very short special form of bar microphone, consisting
The standard' Amplion gold -finished
time; this may be due to the unavoidable pf two poles separated by a muniber of diaphragm is fitted, whiNt a wide dark -

corrosion of the zinc elements.
finely diVided carbon granules. A piece of brown rim enhances the general appc arance.
The Pertrix dry battery made by A.F.A., soft iron attached to one pole can be A brown cord is attached to the baffle plate

Ltd., of 120 Tottenham Court Road, WI, adjusted so that it is almost in contact behind the speaker, which can consedispenses with the chemical known as sal - with the poles ,of the magnetic unit.
quently be hung on a picture -rail or in any
ammoniac, which tends to intensify this
Any pulsating current through the other suitable way. In such a position the
action of corrosion, and in consequence the magnetic unit will cause the soft iron arma- speaker occupies a small space.
makers claim for their battery a longer life ture to move with respect to the outer
On test, good quality reproduction was
both in and out of use. Some weeks ago pole, and thus vary the -current 'flowing obtained on both speech and music.
we were supplied with one of these bat- from a local battery through the micro- Naturally, a speaker of this size is' more
teries, which has since been in constant phone. These Variations will"be magnified suitable for use in a small room,
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
RECENTLY I stayed for a few days at
a house in London which boasted a
three -valve set. I never realised so much
before how abominably deficient these sets
could be. And my friend tells me that his
is a good set in comparison with others he
has heard ! Well, if that be so, I can quite
understand the caustic criticism that one
hears from time to time. I found it impos;ible to arrive at a true estimate of what
was going on. Artistes for whom I have
the greatest regard sounded wheezy, distorted, and amateurish. It comes to this :

These poor fish seem to imagine that will come when we shall be able to deliver
house -parties or yachting parties are one a similar heart -felt message direct to the
long round of cork -popping, and that, peoples of other nations. That would
since the mother-in-law joke is "very achieve more than miles of written
dead," the booze banter will serve. Good messages.

A good many people have never really
heard pure wireless transmissions at all.'
Will these listeners please kindly look to

same sort of business in recalling some of
the chief events of the year. One had the
usual uninteresting cross -talk and merely
"Put that bottle down !"
" Pass the soda !" (This in the middle of snippets from numbers which we should

their sets or, better still, study the technical
articles in AMATEUR WIRELESS?

I should have suggested in my last notes
some New Year resolutions for the B.B.C.
It is perhaps not too late to indicate one or

two glaring faults which we have heard

repeatedly during the year-and even
within the last -few days.

heavens, I ani not prohibitionist, but I

certainly do object to the vulgar tone which
There is yet one other method of producis constantly introduced in these parties.
tion with which I cannot agree; and that is
"Reminiscences" ! I cheerfully admit that

In order to show that I do not exag- the B.B.C. have responded with goodwill
gerate, I took down some of these imbibing to much of the constructive criticism that

references :" Have a glass of port."
"Drink ! That's the important thing."
" We'll have one in a minute."

is offered them, but here and there they
make no signs. Last year they bad the

Megan Thomas's song.)

have loved to hear in full, and I cannot

" I have been having one at the bar "
"Not too much soda !"
" Just going down to the bar," etc.
There was one line which was worth
nothing, viz., "Everybody's fed -up with
Cissie." They are! I could
almost hear the listeners'

understand why the error should have been

repeated this year. One was cut off in the
middle of a fine number in order to give
some young ass the opportunity of airing
his views on jazz.

loud cheers.

One recurs in, those supposed outside
transmissions of house -parties. Here the
You find, too, in these
stunt is to convey "atmosphere" and the parties (and I stress the
result is chaos. Music, conversation, wit point because it applies to
(if any) are destroyed by this absurd fetish nearly all these- efforts)
of realism. For instance, the last concert that the artistes themparty of the New Year was supposed to selves get more laughs
take place on board a yacht. Why, heaven than the listeners. One
knows ! I should have imagined that lady of the Clapham and
yachting parties in the New Year were Dwyer party apparently
more appropriate in Luxor than London. enjoyed hers& f hugely.
There was a constant strumming on the She was a claque all on
piano, what time sundry banter was taking her own.
place between the "guests." Not that one

lost very much worth hearing in the din.
I must pay my annual
Gags which are not unusual in the turns tribute to the "Grand
for which Clapham and Dwyer are respon- Good -night " of Mr.
sible were as insipid and pointless as ever. Stobart. When I heard

But why all this should take place on a his first effort I person-

yacht in the snow, the only back- ally thought it could not
ground being this irritating strumming be improved upon. It
and constant references to " booze " and was certainly more conthe refreshment bar, I could not under- cise, but not less inspiring.
stand.
In
endeavouring
to

satisfy the claims from
You do not need television in order to every conceivable quarter
get a pretty shrewd idea of what this type -including Mars !-Mr.
of entertainer is like. His reiterated invita- Stobart achieved a verittion is to " Have one ? " or " Not too much able tour de force, and
soda, please !" or some such public- undoubtedly sent every

hoiese talk of that kind. You know the one of us to bed feeling
sort !
the better for it. The day

3L0, Australia-Aa interesting photograph atm..; ng the aerial system
of the station that recently broadcast a programme to London
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15 turns of No. 3o wire wound in a

neutrodyne conden-

The -final circuit adopted for the
receiver is shown in Fig. 7, the

accordingly turn it
down (Fig.
The object of

1/1 inegohtn was inserted between the grid
and the secondary of the L.F. transformer,

half the coil. The crystal used in
the circuit is that made by the Car-

the neutralising condenser 'NC is to counter -balance the capacity between the grid

This modified circuit is shown by Fig. 6.

ent ways. We will
upside
2).

DURING recent months many experiments have been made in connection
with reflex circuits of various types-some
admittedly "stunt" circuits, others more

or less straightforward-and much has
been accomplished in the removal or
elithination of the more common defects in
these circuits.

The neutrodyne system has been quite
successfully applied; but in all cases the

circuits appeared to the writer to be

encumbered with complications, and were
consequently discarded.

and filament of the valve. If we now
replace the valve capacity by a capacity
Cg, and neglect for the moment the aper-

iodic aerial coil, we can draw the circuit in
its essentials in the form of Fig. 3. With

and much better results were obtained.

borundum Company, and was found to

It was then decided to use the parallel
feed to the detector circuit in order, by

give excellent results, both from the point
of view of volume and selectivity, which
were all that could be desired.

Means of an H.F. choke in the anode of the
valve, to prevent H.F. currents finding their
way into the L.F. transformer.

The Neutrodyne Condenser
It should be noted, with regard to the

respect to the point x in this figure, if the
capacity NC is exactly equal to the capacity Cg, the coil L is, in fact, elect;ically

tion over the whole tuning

of the set. Others
tried, though excellent, had too low a
range

maximum for the purpose of this circuit.

holes drilled in the wall of the coil former;
then, commencing from the middle, wind
45 turns in the opposite direction outwards,
towards the top of the coil former. Connect
the beginning of the winding to pin No. 4
and the end to pin No. 3; then again, commencing in the middle, wind 45 turns out-

wards, towards the bottom of the coil

shield is not advisable with This circuit.

former in the same direction as the primary
connecting the beginning of the winding to
pin No. ,5 and the end to pin No. 6. The
two parts of the secondary should each be

Such a shield flattens the tuning and makes
reaction difficult. Plain 4 -in. dials have,

windings.

Fine Tuning
It may be noted also that an earthing

separated by about, in. from the primary
Both coils are wound identically. It will

be found that the condenser readings do

unnecessary.

position of the hole for the bush depends on

87 degrees.

What, then, is the function performed by joining this mechanical
centre tap to earth and L.T.- ? In
this connection it is to be scryrd
that another experimenter has found
that better results are obtained if the
direct connection is replaced by an

the dial used. An extension rod of about
3 in. in length should be used between the
knob and the pin, which completely obvi-

engages with the edge of the dial. The

ates hand -capacity effect that may be
experienced..

Components

order of roo,000 ohms

The following components will

(Fig. 41. This being the

be required for the construction

of the set :-

Two .0005 variable
(Jackson
Bros., Cyldon, Burton,

condensers

or resistance was the
anchoring of the grid,

Formo).

which would otherwise
be " in fhe air." If
The Construction
this deduction is right,
of the "Dynaflex" is Simple
then the resistance may
The writer,. therefore, set about_conduct- be connected directly between the grid and
ing a number of experiments to determine L.T.-, which renders the centre tap on the
whether it might not be possible to produce coil unnecessary.
denser& and coils which could be wound by

Neutralisation

any ordinary constructor. The result of

With these considerations in mind, the
writer proceeded to experiment, and found

The circuit which seemed to offer the
most promising results is the well-known
Rice neutrodyne circuit, shown by Fig. r.
Now, in the, investigation of any circuit

Gambrell neutro-vernicr was
chosen, because its maximum capacity allows reac-

not vary by more than one or two degrees,
except at the bottom of the scale. The
London station comes in with both dials at

that, for the purpose of neutralisation, the
mechanical centre -tap on the coil itself is

the function of this
direct connection, choke

The Circuit

to pin No. 2, passing the wire through

45 turns each. The best way to wind these
coils is to wind the primary, first connecting the beginning to pin No. r and the erid

fitted with a small rubber ring which

centre -tapped, and it appeared to the writer

case, it appeared that

these experiments is the receiver described
in this article.

for, and as it is to be used
to obtain reaction also, the

therefore, been used, and fine tuning is
obtained by a small vernier attachment
consisting of a bush and a knob and pin

H.F. choke or a resistance of the

a reflex receiver, using ordinary con-

of the same wire wound in two parts of

tubular form is thus called

crystal being tapped across only

former. The secondary consists of 9o -turns

that this must
take up very little
room on the panel. The
ser,

The Final Circuit

that with the secondary of the L.F. transformer alone there was a tendency to L.F.
oscillation. A resistance of the order of

re -draw it in differ-

-

slot cut in the ribs in the centre of ,the

4cr C. C. _PR.10

of a L.F. transformer. Experiments showed

.

The Coils
The primary of each coil consists of

A ONE -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SET

it is very useful to

One neutralising condenser (Gambrell,
Jackson Bros., Lissen, Wearite).
Ebonite or bakelite panel, 7 in. by
in.
(Becol, Ebonart, Raymond, Pertinax).

that good neutralisation was obtained without a mechanically centre -tapped coil, the
resistance between grid and L.T. -_serving
not only to anchor the grid, but to choke
back all H.F. currents (Fig. 5). Now, this
circuit lends itself to reflexing, because we
can replace the resistance by the secondary

O n e valve - holder
(Wearite,
Benjamin,
Lissen).

One crystal detector

Few Components

are required

(Carborundum, R.I. & Varley, Jewell Pen).
One low -frequency transformer (Fer-

ranti, R.I. & Varley, Powquip, B.T.H.).
One H.F. choke (Wearite, R.I. & Varley,
Trix, Lissen).
Two fixed condensers (Lissen, Dubilier,
Watmel).
One baseboard -mounting resistor (Ethoplus, Loriostat).
Two 6 -phi bases (Colvern, Wearite, Keystone).
Nine terminals (Eastick, Belling -Lee).
Two jacks (Igranic, Formo, Bowyer Figs. 1 to 6-Diagrams Explanatory of the Development of the " Dynaflex " Circuit

Lowe).

Wiring
Note the method-in the wiring diagram
(Fig. 8) and photographs-of fitting the
.25 -ohm resistance. Two clips are used,
one fitted direct to the terminal on the
L.F. transformer and the other soldered to
stiff busbar leading to the grid. Note also
the connections from the crystal to the
L.F. transformer, the "earth" side of the
crystal going direct to the terminal marked
" Plate."
It is essential that a power valve should
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15 turns of No. 3o wire wound in a

neutrodyne conden-

The -final circuit adopted for the
receiver is shown in Fig. 7, the

accordingly turn it
down (Fig.
The object of

1/1 inegohtn was inserted between the grid
and the secondary of the L.F. transformer,

half the coil. The crystal used in
the circuit is that made by the Car-

the neutralising condenser 'NC is to counter -balance the capacity between the grid

This modified circuit is shown by Fig. 6.

ent ways. We will
upside
2).

DURING recent months many experiments have been made in connection
with reflex circuits of various types-some
admittedly "stunt" circuits, others more

or less straightforward-and much has
been accomplished in the removal or
elithination of the more common defects in
these circuits.

The neutrodyne system has been quite
successfully applied; but in all cases the

circuits appeared to the writer to be

encumbered with complications, and were
consequently discarded.

and filament of the valve. If we now
replace the valve capacity by a capacity
Cg, and neglect for the moment the aper-

iodic aerial coil, we can draw the circuit in
its essentials in the form of Fig. 3. With

and much better results were obtained.

borundum Company, and was found to

It was then decided to use the parallel
feed to the detector circuit in order, by

give excellent results, both from the point
of view of volume and selectivity, which
were all that could be desired.

Means of an H.F. choke in the anode of the
valve, to prevent H.F. currents finding their
way into the L.F. transformer.

The Neutrodyne Condenser
It should be noted, with regard to the

respect to the point x in this figure, if the
capacity NC is exactly equal to the capacity Cg, the coil L is, in fact, elect;ically

tion over the whole tuning

of the set. Others
tried, though excellent, had too low a
range

maximum for the purpose of this circuit.

holes drilled in the wall of the coil former;
then, commencing from the middle, wind
45 turns in the opposite direction outwards,
towards the top of the coil former. Connect
the beginning of the winding to pin No. 4
and the end to pin No. 3; then again, commencing in the middle, wind 45 turns out-

wards, towards the bottom of the coil

shield is not advisable with This circuit.

former in the same direction as the primary
connecting the beginning of the winding to
pin No. ,5 and the end to pin No. 6. The
two parts of the secondary should each be

Such a shield flattens the tuning and makes
reaction difficult. Plain 4 -in. dials have,

windings.

Fine Tuning
It may be noted also that an earthing

separated by about, in. from the primary
Both coils are wound identically. It will

be found that the condenser readings do

unnecessary.

position of the hole for the bush depends on

87 degrees.

What, then, is the function performed by joining this mechanical
centre tap to earth and L.T.- ? In
this connection it is to be scryrd
that another experimenter has found
that better results are obtained if the
direct connection is replaced by an

the dial used. An extension rod of about
3 in. in length should be used between the
knob and the pin, which completely obvi-

engages with the edge of the dial. The

ates hand -capacity effect that may be
experienced..

Components

order of roo,000 ohms

The following components will

(Fig. 41. This being the

be required for the construction

of the set :-

Two .0005 variable
(Jackson
Bros., Cyldon, Burton,

condensers

or resistance was the
anchoring of the grid,

Formo).

which would otherwise
be " in fhe air." If
The Construction
this deduction is right,
of the "Dynaflex" is Simple
then the resistance may
The writer,. therefore, set about_conduct- be connected directly between the grid and
ing a number of experiments to determine L.T.-, which renders the centre tap on the
whether it might not be possible to produce coil unnecessary.
denser& and coils which could be wound by

Neutralisation

any ordinary constructor. The result of

With these considerations in mind, the
writer proceeded to experiment, and found

The circuit which seemed to offer the
most promising results is the well-known
Rice neutrodyne circuit, shown by Fig. r.
Now, in the, investigation of any circuit

Gambrell neutro-vernicr was
chosen, because its maximum capacity allows reac-

not vary by more than one or two degrees,
except at the bottom of the scale. The
London station comes in with both dials at

that, for the purpose of neutralisation, the
mechanical centre -tap on the coil itself is

the function of this
direct connection, choke

The Circuit

to pin No. 2, passing the wire through

45 turns each. The best way to wind these
coils is to wind the primary, first connecting the beginning to pin No. r and the erid

fitted with a small rubber ring which

centre -tapped, and it appeared to the writer

case, it appeared that

these experiments is the receiver described
in this article.

for, and as it is to be used
to obtain reaction also, the

therefore, been used, and fine tuning is
obtained by a small vernier attachment
consisting of a bush and a knob and pin

H.F. choke or a resistance of the

a reflex receiver, using ordinary con-

of the same wire wound in two parts of

tubular form is thus called

crystal being tapped across only

former. The secondary consists of 9o -turns

that this must
take up very little
room on the panel. The
ser,

The Final Circuit

that with the secondary of the L.F. transformer alone there was a tendency to L.F.
oscillation. A resistance of the order of

re -draw it in differ-

-

slot cut in the ribs in the centre of ,the

4cr C. C. _PR.10

of a L.F. transformer. Experiments showed

.

The Coils
The primary of each coil consists of

A ONE -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SET

it is very useful to

One neutralising condenser (Gambrell,
Jackson Bros., Lissen, Wearite).
Ebonite or bakelite panel, 7 in. by
in.
(Becol, Ebonart, Raymond, Pertinax).

that good neutralisation was obtained without a mechanically centre -tapped coil, the
resistance between grid and L.T. -_serving
not only to anchor the grid, but to choke
back all H.F. currents (Fig. 5). Now, this
circuit lends itself to reflexing, because we
can replace the resistance by the secondary

O n e valve - holder
(Wearite,
Benjamin,
Lissen).

One crystal detector

Few Components

are required

(Carborundum, R.I. & Varley, Jewell Pen).
One low -frequency transformer (Fer-

ranti, R.I. & Varley, Powquip, B.T.H.).
One H.F. choke (Wearite, R.I. & Varley,
Trix, Lissen).
Two fixed condensers (Lissen, Dubilier,
Watmel).
One baseboard -mounting resistor (Ethoplus, Loriostat).
Two 6 -phi bases (Colvern, Wearite, Keystone).
Nine terminals (Eastick, Belling -Lee).
Two jacks (Igranic, Formo, Bowyer Figs. 1 to 6-Diagrams Explanatory of the Development of the " Dynaflex " Circuit

Lowe).

Wiring
Note the method-in the wiring diagram
(Fig. 8) and photographs-of fitting the
.25 -ohm resistance. Two clips are used,
one fitted direct to the terminal on the
L.F. transformer and the other soldered to
stiff busbar leading to the grid. Note also
the connections from the crystal to the
L.F. transformer, the "earth" side of the
crystal going direct to the terminal marked
" Plate."
It is essential that a power valve should
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be used to get the best results; other valves London is on. The selectivity, for a reflex
will only cause disappointment. The H.T. set, is very good, careful setting of the
voltage .shOuld be 120 and the negative condenser being required even on London.
This is not a set for the absolute novice,
grid bias 71/2 to 9 volts.

results depends on the two speakers, but
the

cone and the horn-used by the

writer-give excellent results in series or

parallel, the lOw notes coming out full and
With this set the Writer, at seven miles but any amateur with a little experience clear on the cone. The circuit of this unit
is shown in Fig. 0. Three jacks are used,
from zLO, obtains full loud - speaker will find it extremely fascinating.

.4

13LUEPRHYT j
A W /V° 69

NE0 TRA L/3/N6 CONOw

Fig. 7-The Complete Circuit
of the Dynaflex
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Fig. 8-The Dynaflex Wiring Diagrain

A rear view of the Dynaflex

strength on two loud -speakers in parallel,
one being a cone. Four or five French and
German stations, and one or two English
stations, have been received at good loudspeaker strength on one loud -speaker
(horn), and a -very large number of other

Blueprint available, price 1/-

Fig. 9-Method of connecting Loud -speakers

This is a view from above

As the set takes some 7 to 9 milliamperes, two being "single open" and the third
it is better to use a choke filter than to being "single closed."
connect the loud -speaker direct in the
It maybe added, finally, that there is
anode circuit; and the writer has con- not a trace of any L.F. howl until long
structed a separate unit by which it is after the oscillation point is passed. In
possible to connect two loud -speakers in other words, the set must be oscillating

stations on the phones, and this whilst parallel or series. Which will give the best wildly before any- howl is produced.

,.(

foT
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CAN BE BUILT

WITH LISSEN PARTS
Congratulations to Messrs. Cossor

on an excellent set
IT has been definitely proved that LISSEN parts can be used
for this Set with eminently satisfactory results, as well as
for every other type of Circuit which may be popular at a given
time, and which requires Standard parts of recognised quality.
LISSEN parts are guaranteed to give satisfaction every time
they are used. Test the LISSEN TRANSFORMER against any
other, and if you are then willing to part with your LISSEN,
and return it within seven days of purchase, your money will be
willingly refunded.

Use the other LISSEN parts as well, resistances, condensers,

rheostats, valve -holders, batteries. etc.

Lissen parts for the Cossor Melody Maker
1 Lissen L.F. Transformer (price 8,6).
1 Lissen .001 Fixed ,Condenser (to be put across the
primary of the L.F. Transformer) (price 1,'-).

1 Lissen Baseboard Rheostat, 7 ohms (price 1,'6).
2 Lissen Key Switches or Lissen 2 -way Switches (price
1 6 each).

2 .0003 Lissen Mica FLsed Condensers (Grid Leak Clips
are included) (price 1,- each).
1 Lissen .0001 Mica Fixed Condenser (price 1;-).
1 Lissen .001 Mica Fixed Condenser (price 1/-).
1 Lissen .002 Mica Fixed Condenser (price 1,'6).
mfd. (price 3.'6).
1 Lissen Mansbrldge Type Condenser

1 Lissen Grid Leak, 3 megs. (price 1;-) and 1 Lissen
Combinator (price 6d.).
1 Lissen Grid Leak, .25 megs. (price 1'-f.
1 Lissen -Grid Leak, 4 megs. (price 1, -) and
Combinator (price 6d.).
3 Lissen Valve Holders (price 1;'- each).
1 Lissen 9 -volt Grid Bias Battery (price 1;6).

1

Lissen

Also use the Lissen H. T. Battery
All these Lissen parts for the Cossor Melody Maker " are
dbtainable from lo,000 radio dealers throughout the country.
LISSEN GRID LEAK, 1/.
LISSEN
COMBINATOR,

Ask for Lissen parts in a way that shows you will take no other,
and be sure of perfect results.

LISSEN
LISSEN LIMITED
16-20 Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey
MANAGING DIRECTOR: THOMAS N. COLE

=NM
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post.

Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See announcement below

The " Economy Three."
oils, Screened and Unscreened.
Q.-Would you kindly oblige by letting me
Q.-Recently I have seen it stated that when
She screen is removed from a standard screened have details as regards suitable coils for use with
roil or H.F. transformer the inductance of the 0
coil or transformer windings is increased. If
such is the case, then how does this affect the

neutralising system incorporated in an H.F.
transformer circuit, apart from the fact that a

few turns should be stripped from the secondary
winding, as advised by the authority in question ?-

When Asking

Technical Queries-

-J. L. (Worthing).
A.-The transformer, in the first place, is
designed so that the inductances of the primary

neutralising windings are identical in value.
When the screen is removed the increase, if
any, in the inductance value of the primary

winding is reciprocated by a similar increase in

the inductance of the neutralising winding.
Consequently as the neutralising condenser

setting is adjusted to balance out or neutralise
the inter -electrode capacity of the H.F. valve,
the whole system functions in the same way
as if the screen were not removed. It is cer-

tainly advantageous to remove a few turns
from the secondary winding of a screened

H.F. transformer or aerial coil if the use of the

A.-A No. Go centre -tapped con for the

aerial, with a No. Go or No. 75 plain coil for
reaction will be satisfactory for reception of the

ordinary B.B.C. stations, whilst a No. zoo

centre -tapped coil for the aerial, with a No. roo

or 15o plain coil for reaction will be suitable
for the reception of Daventry senior. It will
only be necessary to use a No. 15o coil for
reaction purposes on the long wavelengths
when the aerial and earth system employed has

a high resistance.-C. L.

PLEASE write briefly

and to the point

" M.C.4 " Receiver.
Q. My " M .C.4 " receiver, which has beer.
giving me excellent results, has developed a faul,

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the last page.

which I cannot trace. All batteries give practically
full voltage when on load and there appears to be
no poor or broken connections in the wiring of
the set. Can you suggest a likely cause for the

Rough sketches and circuit diagrams can

be provided, but it will be necessary to

sudden failfere ?-S. M. (Windsor).

charge a special fee (which will be

A.-The most likely cause of your trouble
is due to the fact that the continual changang

quoted upon request) for detail layouts
and designs.

0

of your coils has caused the coil -pins to become

closed up, so that they do not now make good
as described in contact in the sockets of the bases. If you open
"Amateur Wireless," No. 231. Coils for both the out all of your coil -pins so that the pins need

the " Economy Three "

set,

screens is permanently dispensed with, but B.B.C. and Daventry senior stations wavelengths to be gently forced into the coil -holder sockets,
such an undertaking should not be attempted
except by an advanced amateur.-L. A. C.

would be of interest to all who have made this set,

Ir feel sure.-F. J. (Cardiff).

then probably you

will have traced the
cause of your poor reception.-L. A. C.

THE MAN WHO CAN'T CATCH head porter at West Wigham was thinking equal to that of Mr. Ferguson, who reduced
of adding two H.F. stages to his reflex the coal consumption of the 7.36 "down"
UP"
(Continued from page 57)

Yes, in some long -forgotten magazine he

found instructions for building-Shades of
the Pyramids !-building a crystal detector.

And he took seriously to the hobby-in
1923-while mere junior porters were
talking of adding L.F. amplifiers to their
ane-valve sets ! He wound his mighty
coils laboriously, with due regard to " dead-

by .26 ton per week.
And now Emanuel is just boggling bethat he had heard Aberdeen, Emanuel told tween super -het' and the Blogski circuit
Jane that the head porter was a plain liar. which was all the rage last year. By the
Jane said, " That's more exciting than being time we are all kilocycling amongst waves
nothing at all." A habit of brutally plain - of one metre in length he will have dis'speaking was one of the defects Emanuel covered the U.S.A., and Australia, and
had discovered too late in her, but he took when we are blinking our eyes at our
it as a man takes a tonic, and added one television screens he will be asking about
stage of L.F. to his very bright -emitting Mr. Baird.
circuit.

When this head porter told Emanuel

end " effects and proper sliding contacts. valve, getting Paris the same night. But
He thrilled at the sound of a tramp - Jane would not believe him; said it was his
steamer's morse signals, or a bit of gibber- imagination and how much longer was he
ish from CroydOn Aerodrome, whilst his going to burn the gas in the parlour.
By the time the radio fraternity was
fellows thrilled at Melba.

One day a carriage -cleaner told him talking of "low -loss" and straight-line
about 2LO; told him that a fellow called condensers, our honest railwayman had got
" John Henry" was the "blooming limit." a reflex hook-up howling like a banshee
This caused him to spurt so violently that and had begun to talk confidently, and
he scamped the proper investigation of even saucily, about the ratio of plate voltage
coupled circuits; he has always been weak to received micro -volts or some such bilge.
on reaction since and wants to connect He bought a milliammeter at an auction;
the aerial direct to the anode.
it had a bent needle and a bias of r,000

In 1924 Emanuel got hold of a book; m.a. but it proved to him that his valves
always an unfortunate thing for a sow did the right kind of things and he used
mind. He decided to work right through to give the figures to the outside porter at
it, and began on valves. This was a terrific Barnside West, who thought hiin slightly
complication for a, simple man and led him dotty.
into unbudgetted expenses, chiefly on
Christmas, 1926, found Emanuel wonderaccount of accumulators which declined to ing what super -heterodyne meant. It did
accumulate anything more than deposits of not seem necessary, as he was just getting

lead sulphate. But he mastered the one - loud -speaker results from Daventry, and
valve detector about the time when the he considered that an engineering feat

When the last trump sounds, poor

Emanuel Lyback will not hear it. He will
not have got himself properly buried. Just

a clod or two will he missing, and the
tombstone won't be carved.
" Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world ; 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques

should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or the Publisher, " Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lan; London. E.C.4
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HOWEVER long the programme, with a Lissen
Battery in your set you
will find your loud speaker

from first to last reproduc-

ing with a clarity of tone

and a truth of utterance

If this
is what
you want
to say
buy

to -day aObtainable at practically every
Radio dealer's in London and
throughout the Country.

Economical Power
and without a ripple !

LISSEN LTD.
26-39 Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
Managing Director: THOS. N. COLE.

which will make your Radio
thoroughly enjoyable.
For the Lissen Battery yields power without a ripple, without a sign
of hum, without a trace of noise-it is absolutely safe for children and
all at home. Its energy is chemically generated by a new process
known only to Lissen. This results in a free liberation of oxygen and the
power is so great that the last notes of a long opera or the longest concert come through as loud and clear as the opening bars hours before.
Buy a LISSEN Battery now-not only will it give you fine power, but it will continue
to do s, for mawhs and months.

nay
$$OPBAT
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LETTE S TO

THE EDITOR

66
ancient variable condensers, three new
valves, the dearest of which cost me
6s. 6d. I have still to save for the two
slow-motion dials. Noii for the result:
I finished it late at, night, alid..the
realisation far exceeded my anticipation.
Four stations on the long waves, Daventry

JANUARY 14, 1928

described in No. 290.

Cardiff, the local

station (18 miles) was very loud on speaker,
also Daventry 5 X -X, speech being distinctly

heard 16 feet away from loud -speaker,

5GB collies in 44 good strength but not so
loud as Cardiff: I have also received on
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the vines
'phones, Dublin, Newcastle, Aberdeen,
expressed by correspondents.
almost
too
loud.
Shorter
waves,
5GB
Langenberg, Madrid, Radio Paris. The
Correspondence should be brief and to the point and
almost equal to 5XX, and several foreign first station I received after constructing
written on one side of the paper.
stations: The dealer from whom I bought the set was Stuttgart relaying America last
parts said I would be disappointed Saturday morning at 1 a.m. Components
Thirty Stations on the Loud -speaker the
with the volume and that I, like all other used are, Ediswan R.C. unit, Lissen
SIR, -I have not, so far, seen any letter amateur set -makers, would eventually transformer, H.F. choke, a 25o Star coil.
in your columns proclaiming the excel- have to take the set to him to correct the I have also connected two 200 Star coils
lent merits of the " Ether -searcher Three " errors and to make it function !
together and taken a centre -tap for 5XX.
with more than two or three stations.
C. R. S. (Sussex).
My aerial is a poor one, badly screened,
It may interest you and your readers to
and 4o feet long, 18 feet high. I have been

know that I built the set immediately it
was published, and have so far received
over thirty stations. All these have been
traced with the loud -speaker (I do not
possess 'phones), and I am within four
miles of a main station.
On a No. 4o centre -tapped Atlas coil the

set is "alive" with stations. Your claims

The 11 Hartley" DX Three
a reader of AMATEUR WipELEss'since May,
SIR, -I am writing to let you know my 1923, and have been well pleased with the
results with the "Hartley DX Three," contents. -H. C. (Rhondda).

It
111)

for it are more than justified.

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of way lengths).

-W. P. (Lanes).

Talks from 5XX
SIR, -Many thanks for publishing my
letter of last week'. Through some
oversight, my figures for talks from 5XX
are given as no minutes instead of 700a vast difference !

-J. T. S. (Penzance).

The " All -wave Roberts Four "
SIR, -I wired up the "All -wave Roberts

Four" last week, and was- surprised
with the results. The purity and volume
are excellent on both B.B.C. and Continental stations. I had a six -pin split primary H.F. transformer, so I used that;
the rest of the components are as stated.
B. J. (Lanes).

2XAF's Programme

SIR, -For the information of " Thermion," on Saturday night, at 11.40,

I heard very clearly from 2XAF New York

the short-wave programme for the week
and was able to write it all down.
J. G. (Southampton).
(Readers may be interested in trying to
obtain this weekly programme. -ED.)

A Happy Choice

SIR, -I had been wanting to try my

GREAT BRITAIN
Kilo-

24

how to do so. Being -absolutely ignorant
on the subject, I decided to "blood" myself with the next three -valve set that was
recommended. Fortune favoured me, and
I sent to you for one of the blueprints of
the "Ether -searcher Three." I could not
possibly afford to buy the components
specified, but I bought everything for it
that Lissen could supply. I got old second-

hand terminals (not insulated), two very

Power
Kw.

Station and

Call Sign
12,500 Chelmsford
(5SW) 20.0

Metres cycles

Edo- -Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign
- Kw.
26o 1,250 Toulouse -Py263

-

252.3 7,190 *Bradford (215) 0.2
272.7 l',2?0 *Sheffield (6FL) 0.2
275.2 1,090 *Nottingham

273
278

1,098
1,079

277.8 r,o8o *Leeds (21.1)

279

1,075

288.5 2,040 'Edinburgh

5 NG) 0'2
0.7

(2E11) 0.2

294.2 1,020 'Stoke-on-Trent

(5ST) 0.2

294.1 1,020 'Swansea (5$X) 0.2
294.1 1,020 'Dundee (2DE) 0.2
294.1 1,020 *Hull (6KH)
0.2
297 1,ar0 ,Liverpool (6LV) 0.2
306.1 98o Belfast (2BE)
1.5
312.5
326.2

353
362.4
384.6

400
405.4
492.8
500
2,6o4

96o

Newcastle (5NO) 1.5

920 *Bournemouth
85o
83o
780

_(6B11) 1.5

2.5
Cardiff OWA)
London (2L0)., 3.o
Manchester

2ZY) t.o

75o 'Plymouth 5PY) 0.2
1.2
740 Glasgow (5SC)
Oro Daventry EX

(5GB) 24.0
Aberdeen (2BD) x.5
.187 "DaVelary
(5XX) 25.0
Goo

Relay stations. "Relays 2LO.
AUSTRIA
272.71,200
294.1 7,020

Klagenfurt
Innsbruck
Graz

1.5
o.5

0.5

842
580

576

520

5083

BELGIUM
550 Brussels (Radio.

Vienna

(Rosenhuegel) Is.

Vienna (Wien)

.75

Belgique) 1.5

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
Bratislava
0.5
86o Prague (Praha) 5.o
348.9
(75 Br unn (Brno)
25
444
DENMARK
263.2 7,140

337

E90

Copenhagen

2,153.8

:6o

ICalundborg

(Kjobenhavn) 2.0
'

7.o

775

373.9

797

1,428
37
40
61
153
200

237

Reval

291.3 7,030
293
297
302

(Tallinn) 2.2

FINLAND
lielsingfon

970
88o

370

822
767

392

400
458

- Lahtis (under

construction) 5.o
FRANCE
8,208
yitus (Paris)
2.0
Radio Lyon
7,500
x.0
4,978 Radio LL (Paris) 1.0
2,265

252.1 2,29 o

Beziers

!,'50

655

Sud-Ouest) 1:5
Montpell:er
5.0

...a-retts

Lille (Poste du
Nord, PTT) 0.7
Radio Lyon
Rennes
Radio Agen
Radio Vitus

.

1.5

0.5

0.5

(Paris) to

Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
Le Petit Parisien,
Paris o.5
Radio LL, Paris o.5
Toulouse
(Radio) 5.o
Mont de Marsan 0.3
Paris (Ecole
Sup., PTT) 3.o
Eiffel Tower

7,200

Muenster
Gleiwitz

2,060

Danzig
Bremen
Cassel
Dresden
Cologne
Hanover
Nurnberg
Breslau
Koenigsberg
Leipzig

254.2 1,190
272.7 7,200
272.7 7,101
272.71,100
275.2 1,090
283
297
303

x,oro

250

990
930
910
82o
790
757
750
70o
638
620
56o
530
523
240

1,800

266

322.6
329.7
365.8
379.7
396
goo
428.6
470
483.7
535
566

Kiel

10.0
0.75
1.5

o.7
0.7
.75
.75

0.7
0.7
4.0
o.7
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0
Stuttgart
4.0
Hamburg
4.0
Aachen
0.75
Frankfurt -Main 4.0
Langenberg
25.0
Berlin
4.0
Munich
4.0

Augsburg
Freiburg
.75
Koeuigswi.Aerhausen-Zeesen 21.0
Norddeich
.( KAV) xo.o

HOLLAND

1,x71

r7;

1 95o

75 f

1,950

555.6
292

154

Hilversum
(ANRO) 5.o
Huizen (x,84o m.
between 3.40 and
5.40 G.M.T.) 5.0
Scheveningen haven 2,5

HUNGARY
540_ Budapesth
ICELAND

- Akuzeyri

333.3 900

Reykjauck

3.0
1.5

Kw.

ITALY
Milan (Milano)... 4.9
Naples (Napoli) 1.5

946

9co

Rome (Roma)... 3.0

665
545

Milan(Vigentino) 7.0

Dublin (2RN)... 1.5
Cork (5CK)
x.5
NORWAY
3o 9,994
Bergen (testing)
1.0
370.4 ezo Bergen
423
709 Notodden
o.7
1.2
434.8 692 Fredriksstad
448
670 Rjukan
2.5
940
75o

461.5 650 Oslo
504
595 Por8grund
555.6 530 Hamar
344.8
422

1.5

2.0

o7

POLAND
Posen (Poznan) 1.5

870

12
Cattowitz
1.5
Wilno
Cracow
1.5
Warsaw
(Varschava) 20.0

72r

434.8 690

t600

223

Radio Paris
(CFR) 3.o

"'OWN'

IRISH FREE STATE

319.1
400

(FL) 8.o

2,650

25o

317
333.3
450
549

1.0

Lyons (PTT)

GERMANY
56.7 5,291 Nauen
236.2 1,270 Stettin

KiloStation and
Metres cycles Call Sign

566
1,212

624
177

o.6

Biarritz
(C6te-d'Argent) .25
Bordeaux ( Radio

renees (PTT) o.5
Strasbourg
(8GF) o 3
Limoges (PTT) 0.5
Grenoble (Poste
des Alpes,PTT) 2.5
Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0

480
2,750

(Helsinki) 1.2

1,899
1,500

7,023
1,010
993

309
340.9

573 6

ESTHONIA
408

287:9 1,042

241.9 7,240

357.2
517.2

hand at making a wireless receiver,

and bought AMATEI.TR WIRELESS to learn

ROADCAST =PHONY

530
270

RUMANIA

187.4 Bucharest

223.9 1,349

-5.0

RUSSIA

Leningrad
4.0
Moscow (Popoff) 20.0
20.0
Leningrad
Moscow

675
1,000
1,450

444
300
209

1,700

176

310
326
335

967
920
895

335

895

(Moskva) 40.0
Kharkov
4.0

SPAIN

Oviedo (EA jr9) 0.1
Almeria (EA J 8) t.0

San Sebastian

(EA J8)

Cartagena.
.

(EA J x6)

Barcelona

0.5

344.8

87o

375

400

Fco
750

400
400
405

750
750
742

Bilbao (EA J9) 5oow,
Cadiz (EAJ3) 550
Salamanca

434.8

690
649

Seville (SAJ5) 2.0
Barcelona
(EAJx3) 2

462

(RAJ!)
Madrid (EAJ7)
Madrid (Radio
Espana, EAJ2)

1,320

SWEDEN
Karlsborg (testing)
Stockholm

227

Motala

(SASA) x.5

SWITZERLAND
411

.83
68o
760
1,100

2,180
2,550

2

(EAJ22.) 55o W.

5,996
c6o
454.5
50

3

730
510
441
395
274

Berne
Zurich
Lausanne
Geneva
Basle

40

r.5
o.6
o.6
0.5
0.25

TURKEY

254
217

Stamboul
Angora (testing)

7
7
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THE IDEAL COMBINATION

for EVERY RECEIVER,

Six -Sixty the perfect valve, Six -Sixty
the perfect cone speaker, therefore Six -

Sixty the ideal combination for your
Six -Sixty Valves for 2 -volt
Accumulator
8.5.210 8-S.210 8.8.210 5.3.210

S.F.

L F.
2

2

-

Current

0.1
amp.

0.1

amp.

0.1

0.13

antp.

amp.

"e

50-100

50.100

125-

100

2.11P,

Filament
Voltage

Filament
1407,,,,,,k

R.C.

P.

3/001er
0.50
.40
.52
0.8.8
Condnetanee mental, ,nafroto maloolt na,rolt

_,.._

Anode
hcperiacre

27,000
*Arita:

A mplifieadon
F.,,,,,,.
13-14
Price

10/6

10,000. 68,009 7,300
olond. olintd. ohnex.
8.5

10/6

32

10/6

8.4

12,6.

Write for attractive brochure describing the full range of Six -Sixty
Valves.

receiver.
Six -Sixty Valves commend themselves
to every wireless enthusiast by virtue of
the fact that practically every set manu-

facturer in the country standardises.
Six -Sixty. A.J.S., General Radio Co.,
Langham Portable, McMichael, are a

few of the famous- receivers, in which
Six -Sixty Valves are standardised.
The Six -Sixty Cone is the only speaker
obtainable which successfully combines
the clear-cut notes of the Horn Type of
speaker with the mellow richness of the
Cone Type. Your own Cone Speaker,
when compared with Six -Sixty, is but
a shadow of a Loud -speaker.

Try the combination

of Six -Sixty

Valves and a Six -Sixty Cone Speaker in
your receiver. You will never regret it.

PRICES OF SIX -SIXTY SUPREME
CONE SPEAKERS
Pedestal Type - £2 5 0
Cabinet Type - £4- 4- O-

X- SIXTY
The Electron Co., Ltd., 122-124 Chariot Cross Road, London, W.C.2
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MORE RADIOGRAMS

the transatlantic phone service is handled, is to be followed by the usual weather'
and an average of only two calls per day forecast for shipping,
..(Co;rti;?ued from page 68)
are made.
The famous 4.4o p.m. Paris -Bordeaux
Liege, Belgium, is already arranging for
Under
a
new
scheme
proposed
by
the
express
is now equipped with broadcast
its second international broadcasting exhibition; which will be held in the Palace of U.S.A. Radio Commission, some 300 of the telephony receiving. apparatus enabling
690 broadcasting stations holding licences passengers to hear transmissions from the
Arts from March re to 25, 1928.
to operate, are to be closed down by Paris stations during the seven -hour run.
Chiong Ise Leong, a famous Oriental March 15. The process of elimination will Some sixty pairs of headphones have been
hypnotist now in Chicago, proposes to begin on February r. Owing to congestion installed in the first-class smoking carriages
exert his hypnotic influence through the in the ether, WHAR, Atlantic City, N.J., and results have been quite satisfactory
microphone of a wireless station in that one of the pioneer stations of America, has except for those parts of the line on the
city on a subject listening -in at Cleveland, ceased to operate.
outskirts of Paris which are electrified.
500 miles distant. This unique experiment
The Orleans Railway CoMpany is now
According
to
a
Paris
newspaper,
the
city
will be watched with interest by scientists,
considering a similar equipment of other
as Chiong claims to have already performed of Nimes (France) is to have its private express trains on its system.
broadcasting
station,
funds
for
the
pura similar feat in China and is quite conchase of the transmitter having been
Bandoeng (lava) now broadcasts confident of success.
Juan-les-Pins, which lies by the blue collected by local wireless associations. A cert transmissions on every Wednesday,
Mediterranean of the French Riviera, has site for the station has been chosen in the Friday, and Saturday, between 13.00 and
come on to the air again after transforma- neighbourhood of the old Roman Arena. 16.00 G.M.T. on a wavelength of r7 metres.
Now that the. 1927 Italiati Wireless Teletion. The studios are in one of the salons If sufficient capital can be raised, it is hoped
of the Casino, and microphones have been to equip the city with a transmitter of the graphy and Telephony Bill has come into
placed in the restaurant and the ball of the same type and power as that of Radio force, the present broadcasting companyToulouse.
Unione Radiofonica Italiana-will become
Casino for jazz and music.
Germany has now reached the two million the Ente Italiano per le Audizioni RadioAllegations made in the House of Commons recently by Mr. Fenby that the mark in respect to registered broadcast foniche (EIAR).' This Corporation takes
British Post Office was incurring heavy listeners, a further 250,000 licences having over the broadcasting monopoly for a
losses in connection with the transatlantic been issued during the last quarter of period of twenty-five years from December
13, 1927.
radiophone service, elicited admission from 1927.
To meet a widespread request, the B.B.C.
officials of the American Telephone and
A private broadcasting station was
Telegraph Company that the service is not has arranged to broadcast a short relig- recently opened at Akureyri. (Iceland);
a paying proposition from New York either. ions service -daily, Sundays excepted. It its power is 1 -kilowatt. The transmitter
It costs L'66,000 per annum in maintaining will be transmitted from Daventry 5XX tests almost nightly on a wavelength of
the Rugby super -power station from which only, on 1604 metres, at 10.15 a.m., and 192 metres.

NO CRYSTAL SET USER

SHOULD THE
BENEW
WITHOUT
NON -VALVE MAGNETIC
MICROPHONE
AMPLIFIER

BAR

(Patent No. 24858 t

which operates a loud -speaker
direct from any crystal set up to

six miles or more (according to
strength of original reception) frcm
main Broadcasting Stations, or

makes weak reception loud and
clear in headphones under any
conditions. A great boon to deaf
persona. May be used with small
valve sets.

Works perfectly on one or two

dry cells; no other accessories
required.

PRICE 34/. Post free.
(Without Battery)

Every Amplifier guaranteed.
2 Dry Cells (lasting 3 mths.), 4
NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

Valves,

Accumulators or H.T. fiatteries
Fragile parts
Distortion
A CHILD CAN ADJUST IT.

Write to -day for Illustrated literature, free.

May be obtained from your Dealer, or from
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees:
NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
18 Fitzroy St., Euston Rd., London, W.1
'Phone : Museum 8974
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DDEIVER

THE CURVE SHOWS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A 'PERTRIX"
PATENT LONG LIFE DRY BATTERY AND A GOOD QUALITY
SAL -AMMONIAC BATTERY.
BOTH BATTERIES WERE OF THE
SAME DIMENSIONS, AND BOTH WERE DISCHARGED WITH A
CURRENT OF 5-6 MILLIAMPERES UNDER AVERAGE BROAD-

CASTING CONDITIONS, I.E.5 TO 6 HOURS EVERY NIGHT
WITH OCCASIONAL LONGER PERIODS OF DISCHARGE. THE
VOLTAGE DROP ON EACH BATTERY, AFTER ONE AMPERE
HOUR HAD BEEN TAKEN OUT, WAS FOUND TO BE,

SAL -AMMONIAC, 77.7' VOLTAGE DROP.
VOLTAGE DROP!

"PERTRIX," ONLY 32

P
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P
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P

P

P

P
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P DOES NOT THIS PROVE THAT OUR CLAIM THAT THE
P
P
P
P
P

10IVRTRIN
A.

'PATENT

LONG LIFE DRY BATTERY IS "THE BATTERY WITHOUT
A RIVAL" IS JUSTIFIABLE?

P
P
P

P
P
P

A.F.A. ACCUMULATORS LTD. (Pertrix Dept.) P
120 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1

P
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CY ICC
n every ivd
-in design,

clarity,

cp-ficritill...t.g-

sensitiveness

comfort.
They cost only

slitit 60 volts (as illustrated)
STEREITS 100

volts

.. 8/6
.. 14/ -

tg. ,rte
-':SIEMEN1 0 60
SIEMEtit Power 60 volts asuslrate_,
STEMEN'S. Power 100 volts
(,

. .
. .

15/25/ -

If you want

CLEAR and POWERFUL
REPRODUCTION
Use a

HEAD

ONES

The above price is app!icah.'e in Great Britain and Northern Ireland only,
2E3.4c,

TLe Tritis': Thomson -Houston Co., Lot.

BATTERY

& INSIST ON GETTING IT !
British Made

Obtainable from all dealers

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd., WOOLWICH, S.E.18

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attentio,-1

-

-7 L
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-clockwise

ss is heard
ncy valves

o work is
readjustondensers
t -Wave
L.F.
Amp.
0

610

P

PV
610

arta insert stn tame

610

Muliard

PM

PM

5X

PM

5X

Osram

DEL
6to

DEH
bio

DEL
6io

DEP

Cosmos

DE

DE

DE

SP

5o

50

50

55R

SS6ro
P

SS625

Now turn the potentiometer control in
a

clockwise direction until the stop is

reached. Set the extreme left condenser at
58.5 degrees and the reaction condenser
(the right-hand dial) to about 35 degrees.
Tins setting is for KDKA on 67 metres, a
station which can nearly always be relied
upon to be working after 1r p.m. If the
et seems dead, increase the potentiometer

Six -Sixty

SS6o75 SS6o75

H.F.

H.F.

5X

610

P

Station

5SW

KDKA
2XAF
GLK
2ME

Wavelength Coil No.

metres

24
67

32.79
37.476
28.5

vrial Coo.

S.W.3 39 -40.5
S.W.r 58.5-65
S.W.3 78 -80.2
S.W.3 85 -88 S.W.3 6.oz-6.15

West's
Con.

39
35
57
57
42

coupled to the grid coil, with satisfactory
results.
A super-heterodynereceiver is a very sen-

sitive instrument, and particularly so on
the short waves. The ignition system of a
car can cause considerable interference on
wavelengths between 15 to 25 metres. The
writer's receiver is used in close proximity
to a busy thoroughfare, and it is quite pos-

sible to hear the sparking of a car as it
comes up the road, graduall7 getting louder

as it passes the house. Interference of this
type has often been prevented by loosely

LOW LOSS TWO

RANGE COUPLER
250 to 550 and 1500 to 2000 metres

TR UE

--to instrument

This Tuner is constructed on

cause
and voice
Unit the "W.13." Cone
This is be
is
designed
Reproducing
Which
Eakelite

610

of about 25 turns can be used, loosely

(Continued on page 74)

PERFECTLY
eliminates

PM
256

610

coil in the aerial coil -holder and a 1'o.
S.W.I coil into its respective holder, taking
care that good contact is made.

DEP

EL
olo

should now bring in KDKA at good loudspeaker strength. Other stations can now
be searched for by following the readings
given in the table below and going through
the same procedure:
If the strength varieseapart from fading,
this is clue to a badly swinging aerial. The
best aerial to use is of the single -wire type;
if a twin -wire aerial is used, the spreaders
must be securely fastened. If it is not
possible to prevent an aerial swinging in
a strong wind, a larger aperiodic aerial coil

Low Loss Principles with

Solenoid and Bankwound
Coils, acknowledged to be the

on a noir
principle
oki faults.

most efficient form of coil
winding. It is so arranged

Cabinet

A very
principle.pleasing designModel (as illustrated)
Cabinet
embodying
, beautifully made entirely the.
B."
finished,
of Bakelite

£4 :4 : 0
Oak or Mahogany
perfect loud-sp
ModelsA
eaker in aCabinet
popular
perfect

14/6

coil, leaving only the low
wave coil in circuit.

Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane, N.W.2

price, £a:

i
o ocabinet at a
Size ro in.
unior "
>e ro in.
able self-contained Modeln
Suible
.>,.

0rport-

seta, £2 t :a10

that a two -contact Push -Pull
Switch shorts the high wave

;

Phone: 1787 Hampstead
Full Catalogue free
on request
_......411111111111111111111111111111Mil

TWO WONDERFUL
LOUD -SPEAKER SETS

4-GUINEA MODEL

(rein

all

s dealeps

These wonderful instruments incorporate all 1928 improvements, and are the finest sets money can buy.
22 STATIONS on the two -valve and 48 STATIONS on
the three -valve have actually been received, and most of
these at good volume on the loud -speaker.
The latest all -wave tuner is used, thus eliminating coils
entirely, and any amateur can build these sets in two hours.

NO SOLDERING-NO DRILLING-NO COILS TO CHANGE

WHITELEY, BONEHAM
& COMPANY, LTD.,

Nottingham Road, Mansfield,
NOTTINGHAM

Booklet describing the `Saxon' rwo-valve Loud -Speaker
Set, with diagram and full instructions, 3d. Post Free.
Booklet describing the 'Saxon' Three -valve Loud -Speaker
Set, with diagram and full instructions, 3d. Post Free.
SAXON RACK) CO. (Dept. A.W.) HENRY ST. WORKS, BLACKPOOL
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Be sure to see

this mark on

NICKEL FILAMENT (45
firillk\1116
1,14
1117111r

all COLOURED
CONNECTING
WIRE

M.-m'e in the Mazda Lao

VOLUME -TOME

This LEW trade mark on the label

guarantees that it is the original
GLAZ ITE Coloured Connecting Wire.
Since its introduction, hundreds of thousands of home constructors have proved
the advantages of GLAZ ITE. It makes
wiring simpler, quicker, more efficient,

and cheaper. Always wire your sets
with GLAZ ITE Coloured Connecting

-LONG LIFE
I

it is c,,enuineinsist on the LEW trade mark.

<

Mad

z

Wire.

But be sure

in Red, Blue, G-een, Yellow, Black and

Wh'te. Pr:cc lCd. per 10 -ft. coil; c`d. per packet
of four 2 -ft. lengths (assorted colours).
The

FOR volume, tone and long life B.T.H.
Nickel Filament Valves are without
equal. This is not an empty state-

LL

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS, LTD.

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.C.1

ment but one based on tests carried out
under actual broadcast conditions and
endorsed by thousands of users. Their
volume and tone you can judge yourself by

putting them in your set. Their long life
you can only appreciate in use. You will
be getting good results from B.T.H. Nickel
Filament Valves when other valves have
declined into inaudibility. If you use two
volts use B.T.H. Nickel Filament Valves.

U

B 210 H

z

E
BRITISH MADE REGD.

P.C. and 11.F.
Fil. Volts

B 210 L
General Purpose.

B 215 P

Power Amplifying.

Fil. Volts
2 Fit. Volts
2
Fil. Amps... . 0.10 Fil. Amps. .. 0.10 FiL Amps
0 15
Max H.T. Volts 150 Max H.T. Volts 120 Max H.T. Volts 120

10s. 6d.

1

2

10s. 6d.

the aloe, pt i.ce are applicable :n Gt. Br:tai

12s. 6d.
and

ac, Iceland cnly

THE ORIGINAL
COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE

The

sh Thc,m cn-Ilcuron Cc. Ltd.

210)

H. NICKEL FILAMENT

muleurWt+j

DISTANT/CONTROL

SWITCH RBA
aasr c,Ccaco

JSK..tersn.a

Con,. cs..n
mty se cud

Consumes no
Current

Blueprints, each one betas
photographic contact print, from the
OPERATING THE SHORT-WAVE BLUEPRINTS Full.sise
draughtsman's original design,end proPrke,
" SUPER -SIX"
duced on stout paper, are now available of the following sem
Post free.
due

(Continued from page 72)

coupling the aperiodic aerial cad to the

r

!RELAYS.
Relays.

LEAFLET FREE

Every one can make economical use of
We have them to work off L.T. Battery or

Loud Speaker current or pocket cell from 10/- to 15/-.
Switches 6d., Pushes fki., 4 -pin Switch -plugs for L.S.
control 4/6. 8 -point Lucas switches 36. The famous
-Weston Relays art&much below cost at 25/- and work
on a fraction of a milliamp. G.P.O. polarised

Relays W..

Siemens 25 S.A. Signal Sets, 27/-. Sounders. 16'6.

Signal Lamps, 3 cols., 3 Tap ' Keys with 4i volt
Battery, new Army, 7/6. Townsend Buzzers, 3/6.

L.F. Interyalve Transformers. Iron clad MELODY
MAKER FIX L or MELODY MAKER THREE, only
10'. eacb. Wonderfully free from distortion.
Power
Transformers

Stocked to

10500v. Fi her
r o k s from

Si- to 15:-

grid coil, and sometimes by using a short
vertical aerial insole the houSe.
The " Short-wave Super Six" has given
remarkable results. The recent broadcast
of the Dempsey-Tunney fight was heard
from 2XAF perfectly on a moving -coil
loud -speaker. The Australian broadcast
from 2FC Sydney was remarkable for its
clarity and volume, the announcer's voice
at times being too strong to be comfortable
in a large room.

A Correction
An error occurred in the text matter
relating to this receiver. The following
wording should be substituted for that
given in the lower half of the second
column on page 20 of last week's issue :"Thus, to convert the 10,000,00o -cycle
signal to a frequency of 85,710 cycles, we
must, in, the ordinary super -het. way of
things, generate a local oscillation with a
frequency of either 10,085,710 or 9,914,290
cycles. If vVe consider the difference in

Wavtmeters

Broadcast

Tow usen d' s.
35/-, fitted
wavetrap.
Gyroscopes

wavelengths between the incoming signal

and the oscillation required to create an
intermediate frequency of 85,710 cycles
we shall realise that this will be approxi-

425 Nosy- Tor-

pedo in ma

hogany cases.

Beautifulp.

workmansh i

mately .2 metres."

151-.

Mei/ionise"
Cabinet

New 192S

Speaker at 2Stis the finest Melody Malier,
and a wonderful bargain.

ready. Profusely illus-

Fire.
Guinea Lend.

Catalogue now

trated. Send
4d. stamps for
a copy.

Prices
from

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE
WEEK LONDON AND DAVENTRY (SXX)
Jan. Is Orchestral concert. Religious service relayed
from Central Hall, Westminster, conducted
by Rev. Dinsdale T. Young.
16 The Ceremony of the Keys, relayed from the
Tower of London.
18

to

15/.

ELECTRADIX
RADIOS,
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Reminiscences of musical comedy.
The Return of Ulysses (Monteverdi).
Chariot's Revue (No. at.
19
so National Concert relayed from People's Palace,
conducted by Sir Henry Wood.
Running commentary on the England rt. Wales
Rugby match, from Swansea.
DAVENTRY (5GB)
17

10/.

Jan.

15
t tt
18
19

ao

Athalie, an Oratorio by Mendelssohn.

The Return of Ulysses.
Love and Humour, a weatherly ballad -recital.
Halle concert, from Manchester.

Light music and The Safe, a comedy by
Geoffrey Benn.
CARDIFF

Jan. 15 Orchestral programme. The Cymric Madri-

WHO WOULD BUY A
RACEHORSE

TO

16

WORK

BETWEEN THE SHAFTS?
trIlEftt: is no need to pay eNtravacant prices for delicately

adjusted meters-Indio does not require a laborstury

Instrument I
Sifam Radio Meters are specially constructed for Radio-they
provide an accuracy of control that fully satisfies ei ery requirement. Enthusiastic testimony from the Wireless Press

Jan.

galists.
The Freak of Chance, a sketch by Jack Hayward.

Courtship-Ancient and Modern, a comedy

by Fanny Morris Wood.
17 My Programme, by Ben Davies.
21 Harlequin and Columbine, orchestral and vocal
programme.
, MANCHESTER
17
19

and users alike has conclusively proved that they are the

Marches and waltzes, orchestral programme.
Band music and duets. '
Halle concert from the Free Trade Hall.

most reliable instruments available at a popular price

Sifam Electrical instrument Co., Ltd. (Dept. A)

Jan.

NEWCASTLE

16

The Blue Corpse, or Drama and the Extraordinary

Listener, a tragedy in two lifts by an Under-

10a Page Street, Westminster, S.W.1

taker.

Urpeth Collieries Silver Band and vocalists.
GLASGOW
Jan. 16 Clydebuilt, a play by George Blake.
18
Italian instrumental and vocal programme.
21 The Radioptimists will compete in a Musical
17

"How to trace
Distortion"
Leaflet f ee.

Ask poor
dealer to choir
you

complete

range.

Festival.

M.B. 49.

ABERDEEN

REPAIRS-THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

accompanies all our repairs. Any make

of L.F. Transformer, Headphone, or Loud -speaker, Repaired
to maximum efficiency. 4/- Post Free. Terms to Trade.
214 HIGH ST., COLLIERS WOOD,
LONDON. S.W. 19. (New Address.)

SERVICE
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Jan. zo Recital of Scottish part -songs.

Refractions, an original radio revue written by
A. F. Hyslop.
BELFAST
Jan. r6 An Elgar orchestral and vocal programme.
19 The second round of a post-war cocktail.
21

ONE -VALVE SETS
... W.M. 4
One-valver for Frame Aerial ...
... A.W. 2
One -valve All -wave Reinartz...
... A.W. 13
...
All -in -all One-valver ...
... A.W. 27
...
Hartley DX One-valver
... W.M. 26
...
...
...
Alpha One*
... A.W. 46
Reinartz Plug-in One-valver ...
... A.W. 69
The Dynaflex (One-valver) ...
...
-. A.W. 65
Constant -coupled One
TWO -VALVE SETS
... W.M. 5
...
All Broadcast Two* ...
... A.W. 1r
Wide World Short-wave 'two-.
... A.W. 55
...
All -wave Two-valver ...
W.M. 20
Loftin -White Two* ...
.. A.W. 25
...
Reinartz Two ...
W.E. 23
...
One -dial Two ...
... A.W. 28
Empire Short-wave Two
A.W. 34
"Next -step" Receiver...
W.M. 3o
...
Girdle Two* ...
A.W. 42
...
Centre -tap Two
'

W.M. 37
A.W. 5 r
A.W. 53
... W.M. 44.
MN/. 55

...
...
...

Mains -fed Two
Three -option Two

The Rover Two ...
BritishBroadcast Two
General Purpose Two ...
All -wave Two

...

The " Yule " Two

...

The 30/- Two-valver
Economical Two

-

.
.
...
..
.

...

...
...

-

A.W. 57
... A.W. 50
... A.W. 6r

-, A.W. 66

THREE...VALVE SETS
...
... W.M. 7
...
Continental Three
A.W. 9
...
Victory Three ...
W.M. 9
Hi -mu R.C. Three* ...
A.W. x6
...
...
M.C.3 Star
...

W.M. x9
...
Wave -catcher Three ...
A.W. 20
Excelsior Three
...
A.W. 24
...
...
Split -primary Three
... A.W. 33
...
Purity Three-valver ...
... A.W. 35
A Modern Tuned -anode Three
Tetrode Three for Shielded Valves ... A.W. 36
... A.W. 38
Alternative -programme Three
...
... W.M. 34
A "Mains" Three-valver
..
.. W.M. 21
Screened -grid Three ...
"Simpler Wireless" All from -the ...
... A.W. 41
Mains Receiver
"Simpler Wireless" SpecialThree-valver A.W. 44
...
... A.W. 45
"Home Station" Three
... A:W. 48
...
The " Economy" Three
.- ... ... W.M: 2g
Five -guinea Three
... WM.39
Dominions Short-wave Three ...
...
... A.W. 5o
...
Short-wave Three
...
... A.W: 52
The Ether Searcher Three
...
-. A.W. 54
Three Continent Three
Tuned -anode Three for the Mains (D.C.) W.M. 43
... A.W. 56
...
...
The Standard Three
... A.W, 60
Straight-line Three ... - ...
... W.M. 5 x
Screened -grid Short -waver _
-.
...
-. A.W 63
Hartley DX Three

-

THREE -FOUR -VALVE SETS
A Tuned -mode Three-four ...
A.W. 49

-,
WM 45
FOUR -VALVE SETS

a. d.
1'
1
1
1

2
1

1

1

2
1

1

2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

2
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Concord Three-four

1

Household Four
Revelation Four
...
W.M. 24
A.W. 4o
"A.W." Gramo Radio...
...
...
All-purpose Four
,
A.W. 43
AU -wave Roberts Four and copy
of "A.W."
A.W. 47
A.W. 58
...
..
C.T. Four
W.M. 49
Simplicity Four...

1
1

FIVE.VALVE SETS

W.M. xx

Phoenix Five

1928 Five

0
1

1
1

...

Two-volter's Five
Individual Five
Exhibition Five

1
1

1
1
1
1

SIX -VALVE SETS

Nomad Six
...
Short-wave Super -s x

-.

W.M. 46

1

W.M. 3r

1

A.W. 67

SEVEN.VALVE SETS

Simpladyne Seven (Super -het.)

AMPLIFIERS

W.M. 22

1
1

... W.M. 16
Range Extender (H.F. Amplifying Unit) W.M. 38
W.M. 47
True -tone Amplifier -

1
1

Springtime Portable (Two-valver)
Countryside Four
...
Motorists' Portable Four-valver
M.C. Three Portable ...
Handy Three ...
Holiday Portable (three-valver)
Club Portable (three-valver)

W.M. 17

1
1

W.M. 27

1
1
1

Two -valve D.C. Mains Amplifier

PORTABLE SETS

W.M. ta

A.W. x4
A.W. 22

-

A.W. 32
A.W. 3o

CRYSTAL SETS
Crystal Set for the R.C. Enthusiast ... W.M. t3
..
Iii -lo Crystal Set
Two -programme Crystal. Set

Alternative -programme Crystal Set ...
Half -Hour Crystal Set
Centre -tap Crystal Set
Super Crystal Receiver

1

1
1

180

W.M.
W.M. 25

A.W. 39
W.M. 28

MISCELLANEOUS

A.W. 64

0
0
0

0

0
0

Loud -speaker Tone Control & Filter Unit* W.M. r
2
Heterodyne Wavemeter
A.W. 7
1
blade -to -measure Wave -trap ...
A.W. 59
0
New Current Supply Idea
...
A.W. 26
1
DX One -valve Unit
A.W. 37
1
Volume Control Unit
W.M. 40
0
Battery Eliminator for A.C. Mains ... W.M.' 42
1
"Simpler Wireless" Rectifying Unit A.W. 62
1
With a copy of Wireless Magazine complete.
Send
aPtttalOrderm*414
to
BLUEPRINT
SERVICE

Feller lane

AMATEUR WIRELESS 5I-" London E. C.4
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The Same Colour

HERE -0 and HERE-

Wes.)

MAKE YOUR OWN

CONE SPEAKER
TWO WONDERFUL

is why

UNITS

I

AT ONLY

1 51-

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED !

GRAMOPHONE

The New Wender "Nightingale"

CONE UNIT

///

ATTACHMENT
4 Olch

RAINBOW TERMINALS

are so popular.

Price

5d

Wireless lovers are buying CLIX Rainbow Terminals
because they appreciate the s:mple idea embodied in

them, whereby every possibility of making wrong

Complete

corrections is eliminated. Supplied in nine different
colours, 5d. each complete.

AS

FI [TED

FITTED

TO
0'111
66 POST
HORN.

TO OUR CABINET CONE

See also the CLIX Counter Showcase

of guaranteed standard fittings
Contains a range of CLIX n'ckel-plated fitting; with
red or black insulators. CLIX Wander and Parallel
Plug;, and CLIX Spade and Pin Terminals, 2d. each;
CLIX Parallel Sockets, ld. each. Use also CLIX

From a d ply Iron id,

Coloured Identification Sets with them all;

Phone: Vic. 5129

9 Rings and 18 Bushes, 61.

square cut out a 124 u dr.
cle then cut a strip ot wool

BULLPHONE
DOUBLE

ilk

PAPER
CO NE

2

Rctuced from 32/6 to

/-

Postage

:id. extra

LECTRO LINX LTD.,

45 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W I

15aje' an. male a hole
dia. in centre, this
trill carry tte unit. Fit

strip to board as shown.

ka. s

15/ -

%rely as an advertisement for
the famous Eullphcne Night.
ingale Speakers. Cobalt mag-

Exactly as fitted to
cur cwn Speakers.

........

net guaranteed for all time.

ASTONISHING

RE-

SULTS, equal to the
most expensive Loud
Speakers yet made,
are guaranteed with
either of these Units

BUY ON

O

a

Ci

a

DEPOSIT

SY TER

DEPOSIT

5/- SECURES THIS SPEAKER

10'- SECURES THU SPEAKER

SEND TIPPOSIT NOW.

Crisp, clear notes

21 ins. high
with 14 -inch

Bell 211 rthog-

without burred edges

any firished,
au

ith

plated

ariaand
stand.

Notes come from the "GEM'
crisp and clear-not as though
a laundry had been fraying the
edges. When you listen to a
" GEM," songs by performers
whose voices sounded "throaty"
before, come through in a

really enjoyable fashion

CABINET CONE

17 ins. Ili play 15 ins. inMallog:nor, Walnut An Rosewood finish.
77/6 CASH,1 OR EASY TERMS.
0, deposit.
Size

end 12 monthly payments of 6/-.

The "GEM" is not a "baby"
Speaker, but a full- sized
instrument with a fullsized . voice. Its price is
the only small thing
ONLY

OR MONEY REFUNDED

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from

LONDON RADIO MFG. CO. LTD.
Head Office and Works :STATION RD.. MERTON ABBEY, I ondon, S.W.I 9
Telephone :

of 5/-.

DE LUXE'
CASH, OR 5/- DEPOSIT
and 12 monthly payments

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

about it. Send for List.

Every user says
so
"MARVELLOUS" IBi

57,,6

WIMBLEDON InSS

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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" CIRCUITS FOR YOU TO TRY"
(Co;;tinued from page 551

Li, so that the aerial circuit is tightly
coupled to the tuned circuit; while for
very short waves it is preferable to connect

the aerial direct to the top of the coil

I

DO JUSTIC
TO YOUR

through a very small condenser of perhaps
.00005 capacity. This has been shown
dotted in the figure.

SET

This latter is virtually an ultra-audion
circuit, the principal function of the

resistance RI being to stabilise the grid of
the valve, which would otherwise be left
free. As an experiment, the resistance a r

should be removed, and it will often be
found that, if the valve is very slightly
soft, the circuit will work quite satisfactorily without the stabilising resistance at
all. Alternatively, if desired, a high -fre-

IT
STANDS

quency choke can be connected in place of
the resistance RI.

OUT

Particularly on short waves, the use of
a small short-wave choke in the position RI
is of advantage. There are one or two shortwave chokes on the market now which can
be inserted in this position, in which case a
very suitable short-wave circuit will result.

THE

"PEERLESS"
VAR I STOR

The New Valves

In design the "Peerless"
Varistor is recognised by
the home constructor,
the set manufacturer, and

the expert designer as
the neatest and

most

compact component in
its class.
The reliability of its
performance is assured
by the high-class quality

of the materials used.
Our many years specialised experience in resistance winding, guarantees

efficient and lasting
service.

Stocked in 3, 6, 1o,
and 20 ohms.

15

The circuit shown by Fig. 3 is a simple
detector valve utilising the new screened grid valve. A number of these are available
on the market now, so that their performance in a single valve circuit can readily be
tried out. The customary tuned circuit,
consisting of a coil LI tuned with a Condenser cr, is connected across the inner
grid and filament, the usual condenser and
leak C2 RI being connected in the grid lead

in order to produce' rectification. In order
to obtain the best polarising potential on
the grid, the negative return has not been
taken direct to the filament, but has been
connected to a potentiometer so that the
operating point Call readily be varied until
the best position is found. The outer grid

is connected to a positive potential of
8o volts in the nor-nal manner, this serving

to remove the space charge whereby a
valve having a very large amplification
factor with a correspondingly high internal
resistance is obtained.
An H.P. choke coil L3 is inserted in the
anode of the circuit in series with the tele-

phones, whilst from the anode itself the
reaction circuit, consisting of the fixed con-

denser c3 in series with the reaction coil

SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR L2, is connected to earth. A variable
reaction coil has been shown, -the actual
THE
being controlled by moving the
COSSOR MELODY MAKER effect
coil L2 in relation to LI. 63 should be a

I'3 each

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL

AND RADIO CO., LTD.

22 Campbell Road, BEDFORD.
LONDON:
az Birtlett's Buildintts,
Holborn Circus, E.C.4

GLASGOW:

ir3 St. Vincent Street

c.2

fixed condenser of about .00r. Alternatively, the reaction coil L3 may be made
fixed and c3 a simple variable condenser

-The Ideal Blue Spot

Speaker will take
all the volume you
can give it.
Ideal" Loud Speaker Model
No. 77 can handle all the volume
your set-no matter how powerful
-passes through it.
Without
rattling. Without distorting. Keep
ing reproduction clear and natural
all the time.
A. heavily magnetised " Ideal "
Four -Pole patent Balanced ArmaThe

ture Unit drives a patented Flexible
Filter Cone inside the " Ideal ".
Model No. 77 Loud Speaker. These
two new inventions in combination

give the "Ideal" its exceptionally
wide scope of power, its reserve of

volume, its true translation of all
music and speech, its natural
tone and depth of reproduction.
The cabinet is a worthy companion

to the finest set-a really harmonious design of polished mahogany
with tapestry stepped in. Size xo"
wide, 12 y4" high,

61/2"

broad.

Ask your dealer to let you hear the

"IDEAL"

BLUE

SPOT

LOUD SPEAKER

No. 77

having a maximum of about .0003, so that
Reinartz reaction is obtained.
In order to produce the best amplification from this circuit, it is essential to use F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
a high-grade choke L3, so that the effective 204 - 206, Great Portland Street, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 863o (3 lines).
anode impedance of the circuit to the high 'Grams : Distancing, Wcsdo, Lcndon.
frequencies is large, otherwise the results

Price

are apt to be a little disappointing and

E5 5 0

Malthetter Office: 185, Princess St.

Teephone : City 336
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little, if any, better than with an ordinary

40.

three -electrode valve. The other fixed con-

denser is to by-pass the high -frequency
current across the portion of the potentiometer not in use. If desired, various forms
of rectification may be tried by adjusting
the bias on the inner grid of the valve. To
this end, a small battery has'been shown in

series with the negative return to the
potentiometer, and by adjusting the value

of this voltage, in conjunction with the

Plantations
and Panels.

From milky sap to pliable
rubber.

3.

NOW we know no more the
milky fluid collected by the
native in the plantation.
It has set, junket -like, in the
tanks. Now it is removed in

slabs and put through powerful

roller machines
impure serum.

to express the

It is only the purest of the long,
thin sheets which result that are
selected for the manufacture of
Resiston Panels. The slightest

flaw-and it will never become

Resiston.

at

a

Panel.
Examine it closely. Not the
slightest impediment will you find,
marring its beautiful surface.
Look

Resiston

Nowhere a flaw to be seen prejudicing its great strength. For
every Resiston Panel is as near
perfect as it is Possible to make it.

In insulation.

In colour per-

In dielectric constant.
Fit Resiston to your Set and know
manence.

that your panel is right.

Ask

your Dealer-he knows.
hogany -grained. From 6 in. x 9 in.
in black, 3/5. to 8 in.
Mahogany -grained 191-.

Packed with Interest

for the-R(0i° Owner

that the anode circuit of the valve shall
possess a high impedance at high frequencies if high amplification is to be
obtained; and this is the only way of

of exceptional value.

obtaining DX reception on a single -valve

There's a
Big
Difference
between ordinary brass

terminals,
which are almost things of the "stone
age" in these advanced days of wireless
construction, and

set. The circuit shown by Fig. 4 is an

interesting method of obtaining the necessary high impedance in the anode circuit.

The grid circuit of the valve contains a
coil and condenser r..f ci, the coil being
X -tapped so that a tight -coupled aerial is
employed.

TREBLE -DUTY
TERMINALS

Smooth Control
In the anode circuit, however, we have

not a simple pair of telephones, but a

tuned circuit, the centre point of which is
taken to the telephones through the high
tension. The top end of the circuit is connected through the condenser c3 back on
to the grid of the valve. This condenser c3
is a neutralising condenser and serves to
neutralise the arrangement which would

Price Cd. each

Thus by
varying the value of c3 a very smooth
otherwise oscillate violently.

(Terminal T2LC)

With Plain Top,
3d. each

control over the oscillations can be obtained, and the circuit will be found to be
particularly sensitive to weak signals.
cf and L2 can be simple plug-in coils or
more efficient coils if desired. A No. 6o or

No. 75 is suitable for broadcast waves and
a No. 200 or No. 25o for long waves. Care
should be ken that these coils do not

couple to each other. They should be
kept a fair distance apart and preferably
placed at right angles. All oscillation is

"24 hours Cut Panel Service"

high -frequency currents to flow down to
earth, while the low -frequency currents
pass through the telephones and produce
the necessary audible response. The grid
return is shown going to the negative of
the filament. This position gives the

Advt. Anz2eican Hard Rubber Co.. Ltd.. 13a. Fore St. E.G.

greatest selectivity owing to the 'minimising

1422

CATALOGUE
/

Every experimenter and constructor
should send for a copy of this catalogue (J43), which contains, besides
full details of the Eelex System of
standardisation, a host of accessories

The condenser c5 is a by-pass condenser
connected across the telephone to, allow the

x 30 in.

/THIS FREE

/

potentiometer, a variety of different positions can be obtained and some interesting
results can be produced.
This question of obtaining the best
amplification from the valve at high -frequency is an interesting one and a point
which is often overlooked when dealing
with single -valve circuits. It is essential

then completely under the control of the
neutralising condenser c3, and excellent
results can be obtained.

Resishon Panels come in 13
in
'4. stock sizes in black and Ma-

SEND

of the valve damping. Slightly better

E

(Terminal T2LN)

because they are a combination of
W.O. and pillar terminals, with imincorporated so that
plugs can be inserted in top or sides
and embody a soldering tab. The
shaft is slotted at the end and a nut
supplied, so that wires need not be
soldered unless desired. You can
make at least six connections to each
terminal if you ish. Terminal parts
are standard EELEX fittings, and can
provements

afterwards be used for other purposes,

36 varieties of indicating tops, and
also 6 colours.

EELEX

I

Insulated Coloured
Plugs, Spades, Pins,

and Eyes, 2d. each.

M-ocked by all the leading wireless dealers. Drop a postcard
NOW for Catalogue .1.43, which
gives full details of all Et LEX
Wireless Accessories, to

ECIAWA),-

V'

signal strength is obtainable, however, if

Eelex House, 118 Bunhill Row,

the return is connected to the positive
filament lead, although this makes the

Telephone: Clerlremvell 9282-3-4

circuit somewhat less selective.

Moorgate Street, London, W .C.1

Hougham Service Adm.
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.M.
IMPORTANT REDUCTIONS
C.D.M. COMPONENTS ARE NOT SWORN

AT BY THEIR USERS. THEY ARE
SWORN BY AS BEING THE BEST

VALUE FOR MONEY COMPONENTS
OBTAINABLE.
WELL KNOWN SET MANUFACTURERS ARE

A Low-priced Accumulator
H.T. Battery

For Every Circuit

THOSE amateurs who like tO do all
their own constructional work and,

the us most efficiency, both on high
end low wavelengths. It can' be
mounted horizontally or vertically,

H.F. CHOKES IN ALL YOUR SETS.

a slab of teal negative plates, a cellular
glass container, a set of connectors, and
terminals; in fact, all the parts required
to make up a tenkell accumulator H.T.

BY TEST - THE BEST !

highly plated nickel parts.

in -A.W .

Used

Circuits, Dec. 17th and

Dec. 3Ist issues. Price 5/6 each.

shown in the photograph which are produced- by the Lithanode Co., Ltd., of
190 Queen's Road, Battersea, S.\V.8. These
units comprise a slab of ten positive plates,

YOU SHOULD ALSO INCORPORATE C.D.M.
FIXED CCNDENSERS, FIXED CONDENSERS
AND GRID LEAK COMBINED, ALSO C.D.M.

and is neat and ccmoact with

incidentally, SaVe expense will be interested
in the high-tension accumulator units

THESE COMPONENTS IN THEIR
PRODUCTS WITH COMPLETE SATISFACTIONUSING

the TRIX H.F. Choke will give

Your set will be bettor with o

Included in the vast TRIX range
c rants, ccmponents is the

of

LOCI CONDENSER tested by
J. H. REYNER,
and the
I araday House Testinr Laboratory.

Ball bearing .0005

Price 7/9 each.

Eric J. Lever (Trix) Ltd.,
33CierkenwellGreen,E.C.1
Patent No. 275503
Fixed Condensers .00005 Co .002
.0025 to .006 ..

1,8 each.

47received
STATIONS
ON SPEAKER
by delighted builder

2'-

Conibined Condenser and Grid Leak 2/
and 5'-. The 4 type is
H,F. Chokes,
clip -in pattern.

of MONOTUNE 3.

The Lithanode ILI. Battery Assembly

Send for Catalogue of our guaranteed products.
&cc-kis( in N. London :

F. WHITE, 63 Highbury Park. N.5.
If your dealer does not stock, write direct to the sole
minufacturer

C.
D. MELHUISH
8 GT. SUTTON STREET, GOSWELL ROAD
E.C. 1
'Phone : Clerk fltv.,11 7:o

battery at the remarkably low price of
3 lAd. per volt.

You can make this receiver in an evening and duplicate these
wonderful results by following the full detailed instrue ticns
riccn in. CONSTRUCTONE No. I. 15 photos,
drawings and diagrams leave nothing un- PRICE
explained. Designed by C. 1'. ALLINSON,

2/6

A.M.1.R.E.-your guarantee.
SEND FOR YOUR COPY TO -DAY

Post Free

Published by

THE CONSTRUCTONE PUBLISHING CO.

The work entailed in the assembly of Dept. M, 37, Drury Lane, London, W.C.2

these units is quite within the capabilities

of any amateur; in the first place, the

slabs are divided with a hacksaw when
they are placed in the cells and the connections made by means of a soldering
iron.

Each set

will,

of course,

H.T. ELIMINATORS
Reasonably priced, and fully guaranteed. Write for
particulars. Also repairs and re -winds to all hitids of
radio apparatus. KNIGHT & CO., 6 Chapel Street,
Landon, E.C.2.

'Phone :

47t5.

yield

20 volts, and as many. sets as desired may
be connected up.
The Lithanode Co. manufacture accumulators for practically every purpose. Two
types are made, one of the ordinary pasted -

Doe sYOUR,

ILTAAITERY

grid pattern and another in which the

active material consists of the special -substance " litha node, " round which the molten

The Modern Trend of receiver

design invariably calls for Larger
Capacity Batteries.
Ripaults'

Se!i-Ret4cnerat ice

H.T.

Dry

Batteries,

through the elimination of internal resistance, have
a greatly increased capacity output, and tests have
proved that they possess at least 50`;0 longer life
than the nortnal type.
a3'

Is it not better to have a 15/6 battery which
lasts, say 9 months, than one at 7/9 which
only lasts 3?

RIPAULTS' SELF -REGENERATIVE

H.T. DRY BATTERIES

lead -antimony alloy is poured to form the
frames, the -process being the reverse of
general_ practice. These accumulators are
guaranteed against damage even by a short
circuit.

New Type
Cam Vernier
Condenser

A battery made by this firm that will
appeal to owners of portable receivers is a
celluloid -cased type, which IS absolutely
unspillable and leak -proof, even if turned

A low -loss brass vane

condenser with brass
end plates. Fast and

upside down, and in which, moreover,
whatever position it is in, the plates are

slow motion by one
knob. Cam tcduc-

lion gear protected

always covered with acid.

They are doing -so much work at Savoy
Hill that the building is not large enough
for the staff ! So premises at the corner of

Southampton Street and Maiden Lane
are super in construction and of exceptional have been acquired, and the bare old
capacity.
building has now that artistic air so
Obtainable from all Dealers in Standard, characteristic of Savoy Hill.
Double, Treble and Quadruple Capacities.
The broadcasting of political speeches is
allowed -in Australia with the reservation
FREE: " Li fe Chart " and " Right Choice "
i te for folder A,!40.

that only party leaders broadcast from

King's Road,
RIPAULTS LTD St.Pancras,N.W.1

broadcast any political opinions (party or

table.

are guaranteed

"A" class,,stations. " a" class stations can

individual) so long as they are not in
receipt of .public money.

from external damage
'0003
'0005

-

-

15

-

15 6

The ' Polar' Coil Unit
of uniform size available.
Wavelengths ' 170 to 4,720 metres. Fits
Standard 4 -pin valve sockets.
Carrier and Two Coils Twelk e arils

i Is

each

-

Carriers

-

3

each

Examine these at your dealers.

r"-'Wingrciire & Rogers, Ltd
ARUNDEL CHAMBERS, WININ

POLAR WORKS,
Illanchestor.

Glasgow.

, LONDON, W.C.L

D1-S71/AN; LIVERPOOL
osocastle-on.Eyno
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TRADE BREVITIES
F. DENNIS & CO., of 7o Queen
Victoria Street, London, E.C.4,
inform us that they have been appointed
sole distributing agents in Great Britain,
Northern Ireland, and the Irish Free State

W.
arhe
1928

'

for the complete range of the Tekade gas -

ilivoodoni

34Y-

branch works of Felten & Guilleaume.

The unit for " working

THE "ALLWOODORN " is the result of 20 years' experience.
The Model illustrated has a 14 in. mahogany bell. Sleight
19 in. Effective length 26 in. The neck is cast aluminium,

making with the wood bell a perfect combination giving
tone, volume, and clarity that are far superior to a horn
made entirely of one material.
ANY GRAMOPHONE UNIT will fit this horn.

H. MADDISON, 2A Rosalds Rd., Nr. Highbury,

12x 10.
I4x 12.

14x 7,

16x8,

18x 7,

23
26

PRE-SET
RESISTOR
(REGISTERED DESIGN)

14x 10,

35

of the MELODY MAKER.

1'7

1/4
2/1
2/4

11x 8,

41.
2/7
3/2
3/2

16x 9, 3 6
21x 7, 3'7
245 7, 4'in. thick,
Post Fre

Specified by the designer

12x 9, 210

Made with the maximum

capacity of 5, 7, 20, 30
and 5o ohms. 5 ohms

suitable for all COSSOk
valves
for MELODY

Money -back guarantee that each and all Panels are free

from surface leakage. Megger test Infinity.

'Phone: ClerkenuA 7853
Agents: John Henry Smith, 139 Anlaby Road, Hull.
L. H. Helyar, 82 Chamberlin Road, Norwich.
A. Stredwi. k & Co., 27 The Market, Chatham.
Boynton & Co.. Ltd.. 34 Bradford Street. Birmingham.

11111141111117 AllIWATIIIVAIIIP7

RTI MAX

AN IE LIS

...4

Made in the following col -

ours-natural.a brown,ogy black

anal brown 4 rer square
.._

inch. Other surfaces A. per
square inch. Send postal
order to GEO. L. SCOTT &
CO., LTD., 69 Fleet Street.
London, E.C.4. Motley back

- if not saasfied.

12/2

3/2

4/.

7,12

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bonafides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
tile amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
givcn. The Deposit is retained until advice is received of

the completion of the purchase, or of the artic'e having

been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and 1s. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
lets are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by

Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be

accepted., addressed to

3/16 Thick.

1/8" nick.

2d.

supply give us his uanze, but refuse substitutes

WIRELESS CO.

EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

a MONOTUNE
Build
Designed by that sound Engineer and Sayer designer,

3

Also robust 4M.F. condenser with each coil. Price, complete, Is,.
vibrator, 6/-: passenger {rain, 1/6.-Below.
MICROPHONES, good DID microphones, in case, for amplifying or
transmission, very sensitive, 110; G.P.O. microphone b :ttoas, 11; new
cretin-menet% 1 /6 ; large horseshoe magnets for moving -roll speakers

.; 4/in. U-shaped magnet. with two tare e bihties fitted, 3,' -.-Below.
LARGE FAN MOTORS, withstands. M.O. Fans ,110 V. and 220 v.,
a D.C. ,Ideal small power units. Price 10; each. 110 V. D.C. mot";
blower, high speed, cell contained, hall -beating, as new, good power
unl t, h.p.,30/. latat ter,101- extra.
h.p. D.C. motor blower, Keith
Blackman." 110 volts, direct coupled, speed, 2,000, in new condition,
31 -in. outlet ,mourited on detachable Iran bedplat e, B; -,-Below.
2 M.F. MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS, 2;-; .025 Mansbridge. 61.:
1,000 -ohm choke coils, 1/-: rebus t L.F.transf °neer, 5/-; a pair of multiple Dewar switches in teak case, with terminali, 2,-; good enclosed
buzzers , 1 I-; large 6-cyi. Dixie roagnatoes , as new, perfect, Bosch type
locate rs , stew platinum points, 20/ each, carriage pali.-Below.
GUARANTEE a ilabove goods to satisfaction. Cash with order. Three
dare approve 1 from date of delivery. All replica answered. Stamp
please. C.O.D. if requ/lred.--CiALPLN. Bio5eld Heath, near ItaiLty.

on.Thames,

A. P. Allinson, A.M.I.R.E.

The

40 Stations on the Loud -speaker.

Post Card brings descriptive circular; 2d. our full list; and
2/8 The Monotune Envelope containing the most complete
constructional .letails.
Radiax Ltd., Palmer Place, Holloway, London, N.7

MAKE YOUR OWN
MOVING COIL LOUD -SPEAKER

1 wan 2'.
5,8

5

,,

6

,, 10

-

any circuit to Control any number

A. W. STAPLETO

c f valves- roe downrirtht efficiency

use a LORIOSTAT iu your set.
19e, Lorrimore Buildings,
N9 LOrrimore St., Walworth, S.E.17,

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY
Eton Pr:mary H.T. Battery. P1 Porous Pot CcIls,

A.C. MAINS

DIGBY'S CABINETS

and radio reproduction as be has ever heard

GET YOUR COPY NOW

Post Free

Dept.M., 37, Drury Lane, London W.C.2

Write for New 16 -page Catalogue
Please note new adder,.

F. DIGBY, 9 THE OVAL, HACKNEY ROAD, LONOD, E.2.

TAYLEX WET WT. BATTERIES-

New Prices: Jars 1/3. Sacs- 1/2, zinea 1 1 d. Sample doz.
(18 volts) complete with bands and electrolyte 4/3., post 9d.
Sample unit 6d. 16 page booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS. 1 VALVE 161-. 2 VALVE 30,', 2 VALVE
ALL -STATION SET 24.
A. T A YL 0 R, 57 Studley Road, Stockwell. LONDON

'Phone : Streatham 6731

3/0

4 way 7/3

PRICE

tee can make this instrument and enjoy such music,

Write or 'phone for lists

,,

A multiple unit superseding the
fixed Resistor can he used In

6, 15 or 30 ohms

ly illustrated and clearly written, the veriest uov- 2/6

Minutest Instructions in CON:(TECCIoNE N,
4 for building this wonderful speaker, Profuse-

TULSEMERE MANUFACTURING CO.
Tulsemere Rd., West Norwood, S.E.27

NEW SOLDERInG METHOD

SI and 521,S ealci. Cells.cell! completele for 271;1111,1y

6-1d. ... 3/3 ... j79
1-4c/SI
Ed.
... 3/- ... 5/3 ... 12/S2
4! d. ... 2/6 ... 3/10 ...
9/5
Send 11d, stamp for booklet giving fall particulars to-

PI

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.
46 ST. MARY'S ROAD - LEYTON

Hi COILS

From 11. D X COILS, LTD., London, E.8

NeWHITELINE

VALVE OR.

The new META Burner No. 11 is invaluable to wireless enthusiasts for aolderIng. Made specially for nee with META Sole, Solid 2/_
Fun'. Bright nickel an ish. Folds into small compass. Complete
U yes alt

the Easy Payment system-so% down-balance
Send list of requirements t

locally,
products
send for generous trial of META
Solid Fuel and descriptive book t, stating, dealer's name.
ELMESAN (London), Ltd., (Dept. 131, 66 Victoria St., London, S.W.I

bow.yer-i.owe

11 OAT LANE, LONDON, E.C.2

K41'
M ETA METATAF.TA META META META META ME

1111*(113:11:1111:

spread over no months.

EFFICIENT SERVICE

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
Telephone : City 1977

--- mot obtain META

,

2

" Mechanically and
electrically perfect."

mateur Wirelesi
1

E.10

D-XELLENT !

EASY
PAYMENTS
We specialise in the supply of All Wireless Goods
( Components, Sets and Accessories of any make) on

LORIOSTAT

1, 2, 2, 4, 5 or 6 salons perfeelli
and independently col:aro:10.i by
cue unit.

2

The CON 'TRUCTONE PUBLISHING Co.,

55: UNITS from
47/6
COMPONENTS from
7 days free trial against cash on all
TANNOY UNITS and COMPONENTS.

input, 12 v. --3a, D.C. Compact and portable, ball -bearing motor,

It is both for selectivity and great power the Most
Wonderful of recent circuits, and has received

TANNOY
H.T. and L T
Iran

WIRELESS MORSE INKERS, in good order, fitted sounder and relay,
on large mahogany base. Ex -Government instruments of finest workmanship. Price 23.-Below.
HIGH-TENSION UNITS, for transmitting. Output, 500 v.-100 mla;

Skinderi iken microphone buttons, 2;-; large watch receivers, 124 ohms,

Plugs and Sockets complete

LISENIN

chester, or 240 Deansgate, London, 39 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

serondary make, ideal smoothing choke for any purpose (42 -gauge wire).

N ander Plugs (as used in the Melody Maker) ...
Obtainable of 'tour decrier: If he cannot
1

HOME BATTERY CHARGERS for alternating or direct current.
Charge, Loth high and low tension Accumulators. Prices from 30/ Send for illustrated list. Runbaken Magneto Works, Ardwick, Man-

2.13. SPARE eons, no vibrators, good teak cases, windings perfect,

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS

THE

WOOD HORNS FOR ALL SPEAKER BASES AND GRAMOPHONE UNITS.-See AMATEUR WIRELESS, Dec. 74th for illustration of cheapest scoots horn on the market. List. II. Maddison,
2a, Ronald's Road, N.5, Manufacturer of the / 'Allwoodorn.

1'9 each

coils wound to specification 7 6 each. Postage 41

PRICES:
Nat. Col.
7x14
4'4 sis
7x18
6!4 6/4
7x21
6;3 7/e
4/2 5/8x12
8x20 6/8 8/3
8 x 26
8/8 11,-

6x30 10/6

chargei

all tented and in good condition. Control switch and resistance to vary
out put. An ideal high-tension generator. Price 30;'.-Below.

Refuse srthstitirtes

SUPER BAKELITE BOARD

k. UNBREAKABLE
UNFADEABLE

arc

MAKER.

Postage 2d.

CROXONIA CO., 10 South St., Moorgate, E.C.2

kl

head

58;61, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

I2x 8,

9x 6,

113

this

THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM

" AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

PANELS

RADIO

10x 8,
10x 9,

the gas

under

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

N.5

Wholesale and Retail.

7x 6,
8x 6,

off

mains," which " Thermion" referred to in
a recent issue, is described in a leaflet
received from Attaix, Ltd., of 106 High
Street,_ Southampton. The Thermattaix
discards accumulators.

MODEL NOG.

Illustared List Free.

radio valves manufactured by a

filled

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
A,:vertieements

/WI!"

-1213
:1141:3/44:1:11111

coupon'
Available until Saturday,

JAN. 21st, 1928

JANUARY 14, 1928

emote=

Ill

deo

Protect your valves
If your reception is unsatisfactory, see that your valve holders are

guaranteed to absorb shock and eliminate microphonic noises.
Valves must be protected by good valve holders, if they are to
function perfectly.

When the valve pins enter the valve sockets the leg sockets of the
Lotus Valve Holder immediately expand and automatically lock,
and the floating platform in which they are fixed is suspended by
four phosphor -bronze springs. Although these springs have great
mechanical strength they are sufficiently resilient to absorb any
external shock liable to damage the valve.

Lotus

Valve Holders are
used and recommended in the

Mallard circuits in "Radio
for the Million" and are ideal
for use in the "Master
Three" and the Cossor
Melody Maker."

cirrus
VALVE
HOLDER
,mcnot,

REDUCED

PRICES:-

Valve Holder with.
out terminals

1

IC

...

Valte, Holder- with 1 19
terminals

ai

Made by the makers of the famous Lotus Remote Control, Lotus Vernier Coil Hu.' .'er
and Lotus jacks, Switches, and Plugs.

Garnett Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Broadgreen Road, Liverpool

ABSORBS SHOCK - ELIMINATES MICROPHONIC

NOISES
Prize
Winning
LOW LOSS
FORMER

Acirm.w.EMNIEF

,:Ro4M16,-0MasbniMiiPtk

PRODUCT
ZNTIRELY BRITiSVA

Pe sure to specify liccol original Low
Less Former used insets that have taken

1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th prizes and gold
medal.

Packed in carton 3', 4', 6'

lengths up to 36' lengths.

THE LATEST

THE BURTON PANEL

Apply for particulars of 4 rind
6 new design contact formers
with bases.

RH EOSTAT

New Standard sizes
in 3 finishes, guaranteed panels made
by the Ebonite
Experts.

Panel Mounting
Rheostat, 6, so,
15, 3o ohms,

2/3

Registered Trade Mark.

complete

,11,101 m

RADIO

C

..-- E Bom 1TE -

F. & H. BURTON,

7111,1.1111.111

,

11/,

111.1C111 .0.0.1

Progress Works,

BERNARD STREET,

Phone 560

I

PANELSil'°

WALSALL

THE BRITISH EBONITE COMPANY, LTD.
HANWELL, LONDON. W.7.

iv

entatturWu-

JANUARY 14, 1928

2 Microfarad, Type B.B.
working voltage 150 v D.C.

Price 3/6

Sheer Superiority
kept Dubilier Conhas

put and

thznsers at the top of the tree since
radio sets were first constructed.
7'.C.
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